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Faculty Vote In Favor Of A !,trike
The union believes that with
by Juan Ga/is-Menendez
The professors of the State Colleges of New Jersey voted last student support, more pressure
Friday to authorize the union leadership to call a statewide would be placed on the state to
" negotiate fairly." However, the
strike, if necessary.
Marcoantonio Lacatena, president of the New Jersey Council
of State College locals, A.F.T.
AFL-CIO, was quoted as saying
that he would lead the academicians out on March 19,
unless the specific demands of
the union were met, not only
with regard to money, but also
on "seventy other items."
The official vote according to
Lacatena was 1,869 to 519, in
favor of a strike. The vote did not
represent a majority of professors, since many who are not
members of the union, did not
vote. Nevertheless, according to
Lacatena, "It is a clear message
that faculty members are determined not to adapt to the wage
offers of the state, or to give up
contract protection .
According to reports, with 65%
of the faculty voting at Kean
College, 78% voted in favor of a
strike authorization, 2% voted
against it, and the remainder abstained.
Edward E. Barr, representing

What ii they
called a strike...

the New Jersey Department of
Higher Education, in response to
a reference concerning the eight
day strike of 1974, said, "This is
not 1974, I think it is necessary
this year to take whatever action
we can to protect the integrity of
the state colleges. "
Barr did not specify whether
this "action " would involve a
process of litigation against the
faculty. The vote itself was taken
in defiance of earlier orders by
Chancellor T. Edward Hollander, who asked that balloting be
done off campus.
The major area of recent consensus between faculty and state,
has been a complete failure to
discuss the potential difficulties
and im p lications of a strike, for
the more than 100,000 students
of sta~ colleges in New Jersey.
Kean College in particular, has
a student body representing the
segments of the larger student
population, which would find a
strike situation most difficult to
contend with.

union fails to respond to charges
that it has not been very "fair"
itself. One faculty member
noted that union business, includihg vote counting is carried
on behind closed doors, without
external supervision. Therefore,
it would be possible for the
union leadership to claim what
they wish, and find little opposition.
Ray Parente, President of
Student Org. did not dismiss the
chance of seeking an injunction
against the striking professors .
He stated that, " If the student
council feels it is necessary to
seek an injunction against the
strikers, I would not oppose it. "
While recognizing that the
sympathy of the students would
be a bankable asset at the negotiating table, Parente made it
clear that he hoped to be responsible for protecting the
"student interest and nothing
more."

(Continued on page 3)

Photo by Joe Leatherwood

KC..:FT members Pete Pezzolo (seated), chairman of the Grievance
C..:ommittee, Charles Kelly, head ot the negotiating team at Kean, and
Robert Friedman monitor the strike vote in Hutchinson Hall.
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Coholan President;
Decisive Viet ry
Kean

the position of Secretary. All
th ree candidates ran unopposed

students took time out last
Thursday to elect the Editor in

on the ballot.
Both Hilda Beasley and Sally

by R. Carlos Stokes
Only

President-elect, Jim Coholan is

In This
Issue ...

Expressions
Supplement

f ull-time

Manning waged write-in campa igns fo r the position of Assistant Secretary. Beasley received
24 votes to w in and Manning
tal lied 13 w ri te-in votes.
The o nly other race in the
electio n was for the position of
United States Student Association Coordinator. Russell C.
Stokes the Business Manager of
W.K.C.U. radio, received 258
votes to his opponent Sue Gunther's 84 votes . Gunther will
become the Assistant U.S.S.A.
Coordinator.
Coholan, the President-elect
Photo.by Joe Leatherwood
thought the election was an
congratulated by friends at the conclusion of the offi cial vote tally.
"ordeal before and during, from
the disruption at the candidate
speeches which were reminiscent of Nazi tactics, to the absurd
unsubstantiated charges made
by my opponent the night
before the election."
Coholan also believed that the
Raich le of t he Histo ry Depa rtordeal he had to endure was
ment, and Vance B. Snyder of Inreally unnecessary since his main
dustrial St udies, is being circuo pponent Gus Garcia was inelilated on campu s th is w eek to
gible at the time ballots were
present a " point of view differd rawn , and was never able to
e nt fro m t he u n ion 's," accordlater prove his eligibility to the
ing to Raichle. So far, 20 faculty
Electio n Committee.
signat u res h ave been co llected .
"The o n ly reason I could see
The text is as follows: "We, the
for h im being allowed to speak
undersigned facu lty m embers,
and campaign was a lack of conintend to meet our classes
viction on the part of the Elecwhether or not a strike is called.
tion Committee for equal creWe believe outstanding issues
dentials for all candidates,"
can and should be resolved by
stated Coholan.
negotiation. Nor do these issues
The president-elect intends to
loom so large weighed against
initiate a number of projects
the disruption of classes and the·
before he officially takes office
threat to education of our
May 1st. Coholan said he would
students. We oppose holding
like to:
work immediately
students hostage to advance our
toward lengthening Saturday liself-interest."
brary hours, work to put on the
The last strike ended when
April 5th Student Council elecstudents of Kean College went to
tion a referendum on whether to
court for an injunction . Obreserve space for an exclusive
Photo by Joe Leatherwood
viously, students do not share
resident parking area, institute a
the ent husiasm of some faculty Ralph Abbate, Coholan's campaign manager, extends a con~ling system of press releases fro m
mem bers for the strike weapon. hand to write-in candidate Gus Garcia, who placed second with 95
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 5 ) votes.

Reaction Grows
To Strike At Kean
by Carlos de Sa
Following the Council of New
Jersey State College Locals' overwhelming vote in favor of
authorizing a strike, sentiment
among students and faculty at
Kean agai nst a stri ke has begun
to take shape this week.
A letter drafted b y dissident
faculty members Donald R.

532

Chief of the Independent, Jim
Coholan , as the new President o f
Student Organization Inc.
Coholan received 278 votes
from t he student body easily d efeating his nearest opponent Gus
Garcia, who received 95 write-in
votes. James Buchanan whose
name ap peared o n t he ballot
received on ly 65 votes.
Karen Wignall who was runn ing for t he Vice Presidency
received 289 votes. Mark Cichowsk i received 288 votes to
w in t he two year position of Assista nt Treasurer, and Au rora
Rod riguez received 242 vo tes for
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Newsbeat
Learning Styles Conterence

1

l he E:ducational Improvement Center / North east and Kea n
College department of educational arts and systems are co-sponsoring a two-day conference on " Learning Styles: Cooperative, Competitive and Individualized Learning ," March 15 and 16on the Kean
College campus . ·
Ors. David and Roger Johnson , professo rs at th e University of
Minnesota and authors ot Learning Together and Alone: Cooperation, Competition and Individualization, will co ndu ct the conterence.
1 he protessors Johnson write in their book , " Cooperation Is
currently the least-used ot the three wa ys ot stru ctu ring lea rning
goals, yet it is the most powerful way to increase achievement , stimulate cognitive development , increase self-esteem , promote liking to r
school and subject areas , and create friend ships among diverse
students. In addition, cooperative skills and attitudes are absol ut ely
necessary tor successfully holding a job, maint ai ning a stable tamil y,
and being a productive member ot a communit y. The importance of
teachers structuring learning cooperatively is especially highlighted
by the alarming deterioration of the family and the in creasi ng rates of
delinquency, violence , suicide , vandalism , drug abuse and runaways
among children and teenagers ."
lhe sponsors especially encourage teams ot administrators and
teachers trom individual schools and school distri cts to attend . ~urther intormation can be obtained by calling Dr. Joel Bloom at 7318400 or Dr. Joseph Preil at 527-2175.

Social Welfare Writing
Starting in the fall of 1979 The Social Work Program of the Depart ment ot Sociology & Social Work and The English Department will
begin a new program dealing with preparing individuals for Social
Weltare writing. The program is for social work majors who are interested in utilizing their social work expertise to reach a large
audience.
Such expertise can be used in local newspapers, in magazines and
lV to discuss current issues such as boarding homes or Social
Security; or to provide intormation useful to large numbers ot people
such as how to obtain Food Stamps or Homemaker Services, or to intorm readers and listeners about the plight of persons-in-need such
as older Americans or children.
l he expectation of both departments is that students will carry
cour~ both in Social Work and English and will combine these to
enhance their communication skills.
Interested students should contact either Dr. Kevin Larsen , f:nglish
Dept. at extension 2092 or Prof. Meyer Schreiber, Social Work
Program, at extension 2506 for further information .

Begin: His Lite And , Thought
l

• ,~

➔

.

.

Dr. Lester Eckman, author, lecturer, a~d Professor of H_ebrew
Language and Literature at Kean will deliver a lecture on f he Lite and
lhought ot Menachem Begin . The lecture will take place tod~y,
March 15 at 12:15-1 :30 p.m. at the Little Theater, Student A ct1vItIes
Center. Dr. f:ckman '.s book on Begin will come out in the end ot March.

The T°reasures Ot Pompeii
A lecture/slide show series entitled " The Treasures of Pompeii "
will be held at Kean College of New Jersey on three successive ruesday evenings starting March 13. Dr. Mary Lewis of the college histor Y,
faculty will describe the archeological detective work that _helped
unear .. , P.ompeii after its centuries-long sleep and will prev_
I ew the
exhibit of Pompeiian art which opens in April at the Museum ot
Natural History in New York City .
A $15 registration f~e for the non-credit course will be accepted by
th~ Kean College Center for Continuing Education until March 6.
Further intormation can be obtained by calling the center at 5272163.

CPP Work~hops Begin
Workshops dealing with Interviewing Techniques, the Job Hunt
Process, and Placement Credent ials began the week of February 15,
1979. Students concerned about employment when they graduate
should attend the one session workshops which are offered every
week for the entire se m ester. Too man y college students lack the
necessary skills and pblish to find a job or pursue a career. Seniors
should particularly be concerned about the reaht1es of Job hunting
si nce time is drawing near to make the transition from college
student to new employee. Plan to attend the workshops specitically
designed to help you prepare for your job future. The o n- goIn_g
schedule is listed below :
·
Job Hunt Process: every Wednesday 1 :40. Interviewing ·r echniques: every Wednesday 3:00. Placement Cred entials: Every rhursday
1 :40 or 4 :30. Career Development Workshop : Every Thursday 10:55
or 6:00. (This is a seven-week course) .

AMS Recognizes Kean
Kean College of New Jersey was recently elected an insti_tutional
member of the American Mathematical Society. Membership in the
Society provides professional benefits to the faculty and students ot a
member institution.
,
.
. .
facu·lty research is supported and dissem_inated · in p_rotess1onal
journals sponsored by the Society. Students in member instItutI~ns
receive listings of current ~cholarships and graduate ass1stantsh1ps
available 'in the s•c ience field .
t
··

by Walter McAdams
The plight of the veteran
disabled as a result of wounds
has
fortunately
been
well
publicized. Recently, a new type
of Vietnam war casualty,' the
Agent Orange victim , has come
to public attention . Thankfully,
many people are responding to
the situation of the disabled
veteran with compassion and
understanding.
There is, however, another
type of Vietnam war casualty
who has, until recently, received
little attention and less compassion : the drug addict . Many
veterans first became exposed to
drugs as a result of the war and
some found refuge from the horrors of that conflict through
drugs .
The Veterans Administration
has not forgotten the drug
dependant veteran. Rosemary
Aikens, of the East Orange V.A .
Hospital, would like to bring

attent ion to the Veterans Admin istration Drug Dependency
Treatment Center, which o ffers
eligible veterans a comprehensive program for the treat of drug
addiction . There are medical ,
psychological and psychiatric
services, provided by trained , experienced and compassionate
personnel. Treatment plans include detoxification , methadone
maintenance and drug free
plans, as well as hospitilization
and referral to therapeutic communities if necessary.
The veteran 's positive identification with the Veterans ,Administration, the ready access to
related benefits provided by the
V.A. administered program, and
the wide range of inpatient and
outpatient services provided, all
assist the drug-dependent
veteran in changing anti-social
behavioral patterns for more
productive ways of living.
Veterans interested in drug

treatment should contact the
Drug Dependency Treatment
Center at 676-1000, ext. 558. Applicants are evaluated by the
Special Admissions Unit at the
East Orange Veterans
Administration
Hospital.
As ·
Rosemary says, " Why not give a
veteran that you know a chance
for a new life? "
. Kean College veterans should
look forward to receiving a
newsletter within a few weeks. It
is in preparation at this time, and
much important information
regarding benefits and new
legislation concerning veterans
will be included. Please read the
newsletter; we go to the expense
and trouble of sending this
newsletter out because it cont a ins information which
concerns you, the veteran . Many
problems or questions you may
have can be solved or answered
just by reading the newsletter.

The Homesteader
Campus Housing Consumer (_}ommentary
This is your ever present
Homesteader. Before I begin this
week 's column I would like to
comment on two events that occurred last week that residents
gave their support to .
The first event was WKCU 's
100 hour Radiothon . I've been
informed that not only did residents give large sums of money,
but a number of residents took
time out during the wee hours of
the morning to visit and bring
snacks to the two Disc Jockeys
during the entire week.
To all the residents who
helped the Radiothon by donating money as well as your time,
the ftomesteader salutes you.
Boy, you make me as proud as
punch!
The second event was the
Student Organization election .
Even though the turnout was
very low, residents came out and
supported the candidate of their
choice.
What really surprises me is that
residents were not fooled by
campaign promises and voted
for the most qualified candidate.
By the way many of the successful candidates only received
between 242-289 votes . So you
see one residence hall can make
a difference.
Moving right along ... I have
received a number of letters this
week, and as usual I will attempt
to answer those letters.
A resident supplied me with
her personal opinion about the
water situation in the REESIDENCE Halls. ·According to her
the water " stinks " in the dormitories. I can 't say I disagree with
this statement.
The very first da y I moved into
the Res idence Halls, I realized
that the water was " different "
from the water I was accustomed
to at home.
The water may be deemed safe
for drin.king b y the Board of
Health, but let 's face it, it's not
the kind 0f water you wou ld bottle and sell to Cleveland . The
resident also stated that the
water: is "cloud y" and aJso has little tiny particles floating in it that
look like " white flakes. " I
thought the only thing that was
suppose to be flaky was a bowl of
Total cereal!
The resident also stated that
the water causes her skin to dry
out rather quickly. To tell you the
truth
even
the
old
Homesteader's is suffering from
dry skin caused by the water .
One resident also informed

me that his personal doctor told
him that his dry skin rash was
probably caused by the harsh
water in the dorms, as well as the
cold weather.
The point is that if a large
number of residents feel that the
water in the dorms is less than
adequate, then something has to
be done about it.
To tell you the truth I am really
sick of boiling my water and
smothering myself in Vaseline
Intensive Care. If there are
indeed particles floating around
in the water perhaps residents
should purchase water filters and
send the bill to the State. If
enough of us complain about the
water in the Residence Halls,
something can be done.
I have also been informed that
certain residents are interested
in knowing what rights they h.ave
as residents when they get into
trouble.
There are basically five things
you can get terminated in the
Residence Halls. The five biggies
are: loss of student eligilibility
(dismissal · from college because
of your cumulative average),
repeated interference with the

rights of other students, severe
or repeated damage in excess of
$50.00 to the premises at the
students responsibility, creation
by student o f physical or sanitary hazard, and use by the
student of the premises for
illegal purposes (no floating crap
games or opium dens) .
All of these things are clearly
stated in your Residence Hall
contract you signed before you
moved in .

If you get caught doing anything you can get busted for outside the Residence Halls, there is
a good chance that contract will
be terminated for doing it im,ide
the Residence Halls.
As stated before in past articles, before you move out of
your apartment, and give up
your key, be sure to use your
right of appeal.
The Dean of Students has final
say on all appeals concerning
terminations. Make sure you use
this right to your fullest advantage.

P.S. Keep those cards and
letters coming in to the Homesteader in the Indy office.

Al lEN llON

L ounselors &
~pecialists
1

Beautiful Coed Camp in Pocono Mountains
· Salary H.ange $350-$1000

Ua Yid !Vlargolis
Assistant lJIJ"ector
will be interviewing on campus
Thursday, March 22, 1979 , 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
For further information and appointment s
1;0 to the Ujfice of Career Plannin1;
and Placement or contact:

N.EW J.EH.S.EY YMHA-YWHA CAMPS
589 Central A venue
.East Orange, N.J. 07018
(20 I) 6 78- 7070
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IFSC Is Seen As A

Closed Organization
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by Ross Rogers
and
R. Carlos Stokes
Despite reports of an upsurge
in
membership, the InterFraternity
and
Sorority
Council continues to be
regarded by some non-members
as a closed organization.
The Black fraternity Omega Psi
Phi Inc., Rho Zeta chapter, asked
thr members of the IFSC if they
could participate in " Meet the
Greeks " even though they were
not
members
of
the
organization.
" The main reason that we
asked to participate in " Meet the
Greeks " was because we felt it
would be a good idea for black
fraternities, sororities, and social
fellowships to get together with
white fraternities and sororities
so they could better understand
one another ", stated Bill
Comeaux, a spokesman for
Omega.
After making his presentation
to the IFSC Comeaux was asked
to leave the meeting so the
membership could vote on the
proposal.
The outcome of the vote was
that Omega Psi Phi would not be
allowed to participate in " Meet
. the Greeks" because they were
not members, and their admiuance would cause problems
with other non-lFSC groups.
The Presidentofthe lFSC,Greg
Cusiola stated, " that in order for
a group to participate in any lFSC
function they must submit a
constitution to the lfSC to be
voted on and then if accepted
pay $40.0Q a semester in dues".
The IFSC has a long standing
rule which states: unless you are
a member of the 1FSC your group

may not participate in
function held by them.

any

Photo by Jose )alas

Greg Cusiola, President ot IFSC, said he had nothing against any
group participating in "Meet the Greeks" as long as they followed
the rules.
" I have nothing against any
group participating, but they
have to follow IFSC rules " , stated
Cusiola.
According to IFSC members,
the black fraternity Omega Psi
Phi " had no intention of joining .
the lFSC, but just wanted to use
the name to attract new
members".
"Omega Psi Phi really had
nothing to gain at "Meet the
Greeks", but in order to get
anything going you have to put
the key in the ignition to start,
just as there was a need for black
fraternities and sororities to join

Krones Korn.er

IFSC, the " Meet the Greeks " invitation would have been a good
beginn ing toward a positive
direction", stated Comeaux.

by Kevin P. Perrin e
Do you k1. JW t .. , . Ian y Kean College graduat es co11tinu e th eir
educatiom · gradua! e and / or profess ional schoo l• ? Ir
, 11 cul ar, do·
you know thJ : Kean Coll ege ca n help to prepare v • '
law schoo l
(tor example? )
It is true. In ta ct, three re cent graduates o t l\ean .: re currentl y
attending Rutgers Law ~choo l in Newark . These Rutgers Law stu dent s
are returning to their Alma Mater to speak to Kean Col lege stu dent s
about preparing tor , and parti cipating in the ' law schoo l experi ence .'
I he law students are Joe Gina rte, Georgina Wilhem, and M ary
I racy . l hey will address the Kean College Pre Law Club, an o rgani za tion with an open door meeting policy, on Tuesday, March 20, at
College Free Hour. They have decided to talk to interest ed student s
about the requirements for admission to law school , and about the
possible undergraduate programs which can adequat ely prepare
students tor law school.
Law schools are lookin g for all kinds of people with many difterent
types ot undergraduate experiences. Peopl e are being accepted at
law schools, in Ameri ca, who have degrees in various major fields ot
study. In tact , there is no specific 'pre-law curri culum .' In an attempt
to ecclec•icize the legal profession some American law schools seek
out a diversified student body. They are accepting good students with
college degrees in , fo r example, Political Science, History, Public Administration , and l:nglish . The aforementioned majors can be considered traditional pre-law programs, however, one need not major
in these fields to be accepted at an approved law school.
Importantly, it you are at all curious about the realities of being a
law student, please come to the Pre Law Club meeting next I uesday.
Remember, you do not have to be a club member to attend any Pre
Law Club meetings. Our speakers on March 20th should prove to be
very interesting and informative and I am sure that they will be glad to
answer questions regarding law school.
All are welcome ... Pre Law Club , Tuesday at 1 :40 p.m ., in Hutchinso n Hall , room J-103. Underclass persons and undeclared majors are
especially invited. Warning : Legal study is tough, and do not believe
everyt hing you see on television (i.e. Paperchase) .

'l'wo Centuries Later
by Michael furda
As of this writing President
Carter has just arrived in Egypt to
begin and hopefully conclude
negotiations which will result in
a permanent peace between
Egypt and Israel. By the time this
is published he may already have
succeeded in his quest. We wish
him every success.
A permanent peace in the
Mid-East between the most
solid, secure and stable of all the
states is the region, with the
United States as an active participant can enhance not only
America's position in the area
but also the stability of the entire
area.
Our purpose here, however, is
not to discuss the geo-political
and military value of an EgyptianIsraeli alliance to replace the loss
of Iran in our line of petrodefence. What is important here
at home is the ramifications of a

by the Krones
In case you don 't already know, your mid-terms may also be your
tinals this year. No one knows tor sure because the faculty, their
union, the chancellor, and the state of New Jersey aren 't finished iucking around with our futures yet.
As students, we' re beginning to feel like the bull's eye oi a dartboard . No matter who wins we take a beating.
It the teachers get their way , our tuition will definitely go up. (Don ' t
believe the sh it they' re tr ying to shovel about " no tuition increase"
and ··ultimate tuition-free education ." There isn 't a snowman 's
chance in hell of that happening) .
It the State holds its position and forces the teachers to go out on
strike, there won 't be any semester left'to fi nish and we' ll lose all the
tuition money we' ve already paid . All the work you ' ve done up to this
point won 't be worth a Chinese nickel. (T hat 's assuming that you ' ve
done some work and it was worth a Chinese nickel to begin with) .
l he tunny part is that everyone claims that their actions are in the
best interest ot the students . What a pile of horseshit! As aJw~ys,
they're out tor t hemselves and want to use us to disguise it by telling
(Continued from page 1)
us it is strictly an ethical issue.
l hink about it. The teachers are the ones who decide whether or Student Organization, campus,
not to strike because of demands made by the State, and we' re the and outside organizations, initiate a rider's board to help car
ones who stand to suffer most from a strike but we have no say at all!
pooling, commuting, and pairNot only that, but we get to pay a lot of money to have this bullshit
ing up for vacations by students,
privilege ot watching other people decide our fate. r his is not Kronesupport the concept of a decen-like at all I
However, it we survived through the Budweiser strike o f 1976, this tralized Student Union that will
make optimal use of already exshould be a piece of cake.
Since this might be a short semester, and we don 't know what the isting facilities at least cost to the
otticial grading policy will be, our advice is go for broke with the student.
evaluations that may still take place. They may be the deciding factor. ·
"I would also like to get more
You know what we' re talking about . The same thing happens every student input into what concerts
semester . You just get used to a new schedule, everything is going will be performed on campus, by
smooth and Barn ! it happens. We' re talking about the gonorrhea ot taking surveys of which of the
the academic world . The most vicious weapon that teachers possess. available groups the students
We' re talking about - the MIDTERM.
would like to see," stated
The very word strikes fear i nto the hearts of all students, even
Coholan.
Krones. ESPECIALLY Krones!
Coholan would also like to acSince the lousy situation we 're in indicates that the exams we are
about to take will be the last we will see for quite some time, we tively support an increased influsuggest that you drink heavily and seek out a smart person to sit next ence in the United States Student
to. It you 're really desperate, use bribery, blackmail , or porno- Association through greater pargraphic p ict ures of your teachers. (What a slide show presentation ticipation in its governance and
activities.
that would make) .
P.S. Since there are two possible outcomes:
Wignall, the vice president1. It the teachers win , they can shove their pickets where they 'll do
elect would like to institute a
the most good.
2. It the state wins, they can shove their new polteies where they' ll special committee that would be
responsible to her and the Exdo the most good.
·

Mid-East peace when that
quadrennial American ritual
begins anew in.the snows of New
Hampshire in twelve months.
Peace In the Mid-East could
provide the President with a victory in foreign affairs that he
desperately needs. A victory in
foreign relations could turn the
tide of the President's downward
slide in public opinion polls. A
recent C.B.S.-New York Times
Poll put his approval rate among
the vogers at 37%, the lowest of
his tenure.
A success now in the Mid-East
could do for Carter what the
successful handling of the Cuban
Missile Crisis did for President
Kennedy and, in fact, what Camp
David did for Carter himself a
few months ago. It could serve to
blunt his critics' attacks claiming
ineffectiveness and provide an
issue on which the President
could ride to victory next year, as

well as much needed momentum.
This represents a not very
healthy charaC1eri5tic
American voter. We

in the
-m
,o

lend a greater importance to
foreign affairs and treat
presidents with favorable
records in this field better than
· those whose successes are in the
realm of domestic affairs. We
seem to be more concerned with
our neighbors' backyards rather
than our own.

President Johnson, who had
one of the greatest records in
passage of legislation dealing
with domestic issues, was eventually driven from office because
of his handling of foreign affairs.
Richard Nixon was granted the
largest electoral vote margin in
history as a result of his dealings
in the world, and yet his record at
home left' a great deal to be
desired. In 1976 the televised
debate on foreign affairs drew
the greatest attention, and due
to Carter's strong showing, may
have permitted him to hold on in
ecutive Board, as well as council the last days of the campaign
for the sole purpose of making when his lead was dwindling.
sure that existing as well as new
committees work effectively and
Perhaps this is a result of all the
efficiently.
pomp and ceremony that surrounds these diplomatic mis" I am also going to make sure sions; but during this election,
as vice president that Student after the treaty has been signed
Organization's Executive Board and the Nobel Prizes awarded,
as well as Student Org. itself are let's hope that, for just this once,
better
understood by the Americans, whey they go to cast
student
population,"
stated their ballots, think of home.
Wignall.

Coholan President

Russell C. Stokes, the U.S.S.A.
Coordinator-elect has already
begun to rewrite the U.S.S.A.
constitution, and hopes to meet
with Ray Parente, the president
of
Student
Organization,
Coholan, Lillian Marrero, the
present U.S.S.A. Coordinator,
and Sue Gunther, his assi~tant,as
well as others to plot a positive
course for the U.!>.S.A.
"With positive inputs and suggestions we can plot a much
more positive direction for the
U.S.S.A., concluded Stokes.

Faculty

Strike
Vote

.(C0..ntinued from page 1)
Parente however, said he opposes restrictions on " academic
freedom "
or " unreasonable
wage offers" since such policies
would affect the subject matter
being taught , by professors, as
well as the quality of instruction.
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Native A·m ericans, Part 11

Lenni-Lenape: "'rhe Origin3.l People"
co lony. On h is return voyage, he
sa iled across w hat he described
as " majest ic ba y." Feeling
stimulated by th is experience,
and with devout fi del ity, he bestowed the name " de la War Bay,"
upon its shimmeri ng waters, in
honor of his governor. In his
unexpected rapture, he discovered Indians living along its
shores, and hence they became
known as the " de la War Indians," now referred to us as the
Delaware Indians. It was not until
1664 and afterwards that the use

by Lori Kemper
Th is is t he second arti cle in t he
ser ies on the New Jersey Ind ia n
- the Lenn i Lenape. I would like
to make amends and begin wi th
the clarification of a m isrepresentation that was stated in my
previous article.
Vine Deloria Jr. is indisputedly
recognized, among
Native Americans, as one of the
races' most influential writers,
and is the author of such works
,as, " Custer Died for Your Sins,"
and " We Talk, You Listen. "
However, Mr. Deloria is not the
author of " Bury My Heart at
Wounded Knee." The credit is
entirely Dee Browns', another
inspiring Indian author.
For centuries , imagine if you
can, Indian longhouses securing the shores of the Delaware
River, and its many tributaries.
These Americans christened
themselves the Lenni-Lenape,
which has served us several
translations. However, " The Original People," i s most universally spoken o f, and is the
primary t ran slation used in
Native Lenape homes today.
The earliest i nteractions w ith
the Lenape are traced as far back
as Columbus and Verrazano.
Both men wrote of their friendliness and hospitality, with
Columbus writing in 1493, and
the latter writing in 1524. For all
intents and purposes, this article
will not concern itself with these
early encounters, but rather on
Dutch-Lenape relations.
These relations are significant
because for years the Dutch lived
and traded with the lenape. The
Dutch established what came to
be known as " New Netherland," and were the first settlers
to be exposed to the traditional
lenape culture. lit• began in
1609, with the famous journey of
Henry Hudson, and the Dutch
continued to dominate the
lenape up until the middle-late
seventeenth century. At this time
the English conquered the Dutch
and gained control of both the
lenape and New Jersey.
In 1610, the 3rd lord, Sir
Thomas West of England, was appointed as governor of the
Jamestown settlem~nt. Captain
Sammuel Argal, a follower of Sir
Thomas West, set sail for the vast
waters of the Atlantic Ocean in
the hope of attaining additional
provisions for the Jamestown

ensuing " land treaties ." But ,
highly characteristic o f thi s
period was the sudden outbreak
of d isease, wh ich sprea d like fi re
among t he Indians. The ancien t
Indian cures and medicines were
absolutely powerless when deal ing with European diseases,
especially smallpox . Alcoholism
marked its omen and also began
to develop duri ng this period .
A major, more disastrous
epidemic swept'\he Lenapes, indiscriminately wiping them out,
during the year 1679. This was the
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of this term became frequent, as
a result of the profound and suppressive Dutch
influence .
Natively however, most Indians
choose to be recognized as
Lenni-Lenape , rather than
Delaware. In this article, there
will be references made to them
as both.
Even though this episode
signified early Engl ish- Lenape
relations, the bonds were not
half as strong as those w ith the
Dutch . The English did not come
into direct contact with the Indians until many years after. In
the middle 1600's, the Lenape
were to experience the tremendous impact o f the " outside"
world in a way that would influence their culture irrevocably, in
the years to follow.
Excessive demands and pressures were exerted and inflicted
upon the Indians, as a means of
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There was no such concept as
impe rialism . Each group would
send their o w n elected chiefs to
co uncil meetings as a representa tive o f the wh ole. And
enveloped , with in the ir village,
rested a culture, signif icantly
their own .
In the early eighteenth century, missionaries began " saving
the souls," of the Lenape. Christianity exuberantly implanted its
its roots i nto Indian spirituality,
and intentionally disrupted the
pablum vital in nourishing and
keeping alive such convocations and rituals .1s the " 6ig
House Ceremony." As the
homes and churches o f missionaries began dotting the landscape of New Jersey, the traditional civilization of the Lenape
Indians began to crumble. But,
the missionaries were under the
pretense that the Indian civilization was beginning, when in
reality, it was coming to a close.
" He must increase; and the
Lenape must decrease."
My next article will deal with
the establishment o f t he first Indian reservation in New Jersey,
which incidentl y w as t he fi rst
reservation founded in the his..-:
tory of the United States.
Finally, I have submitted an example o f Indian oratory. Chief
Luther Standing Bear, although
not of Lenape heritage, is faced
with a similar problem . What Indian was not? Nevertheless, I will
do_this periodically so that you,
the reader, may be able to exlived with the constant threat of perience the deepest part of the
periodic droughts, and how to Native American - his heart.
" We did not think o f the great
selectively choose the type of
open plains, the beautiful rolling- •
crops they planted.
Consequently, a variation in hills, the winding streams with
language was, for the most part, tangled growth as " wild. " Only
inescapable. However, that is not to the white man was nature a
to say that communication " wilderness," and only to him
between the various bands was was the land " infested" with
impossible. Limited perhaps, but " wild" animals and " savage"
not totally impossible. There are people . To us, it was tame . The
two d istinct dialects in the earth was bountifu l, and we were
Delaware language: one being surrounded by the blessings o f
the Unami , and th_e other being the Great Mystery. Not until the
the Munsee. Both dialects fall hairy man from the east came
under the category of " Algon- and with brutal frenzy heaped
kian ." Algonkian, a linguistic injustices upon us and the famiterm , does not singularly classify lies we loved, was it " wild " for us.
the Delaware language, but ' When the very an imals of the
countless other Indian languages forest began fleeing.from his approach, then it was, that for us
as well.
Most important, the Lenape the " wild west" began."
were composed of self-funcChief Luther Standing Bear
tioning groups one being
independent from the other.
Oglala Sioux
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year alcoholism became prominent in the Lenape culture, and
was perceived as a definite
problem. The Delawares were
decreasing, steadil y, rapidly, in
population . At a time when they
needed to be strongest, they
were weakest, and this played a
significant role in their downfall.
Shortly after this period ,
between the years 1690-1730, the
largest migration o f Delaware is
recorded . A rather conservative
estimate o f 30 communities are
asserted to have been in existence, in the latter 17th century.
Each community encompassed
several hundred, or as few as fifty
men, women, and children . The
size of each community fluctuated and was determined by its
geographical
location.
The
Delaware men frequently left
their abodes to hunt where game
was more abundant, and the

The rorces

'

women tended to the agriculture, searching for fert ile, ri cher
lands.
Inevita b ly, there was a remarkable d ifference in t he cult u re
and diet o f each group. For example, the coastal Delaware
depended primarily on shellfish,
whereas the Indians living in
colder, northeastern segments
of New Jersey, adjusted their
diets according to the temperament of each season . At the same
time, Indians inhabiting the
warmer areas (south Jersey),
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o;· Iran's Revolution

March 1, Prirne Minister
by Mina Shannasser
Bazargan complained about the
The February popular Democratic revolution in Iran was fact that he did not have an y consome kind of a surprise to t he t rol over what was going o n in
fh e coun try and w ent as far· as
American publ ic.
The picture wh ich w as illus- th reaten to resig n.
To see the reasons for this and
trated by most of the media, here
until the last two months was have an idea about what to exsuch that no one expected such a pect as an outcome of the
dramatic change t o take place. current situation in Iran, the
Iran was shown to be a rich coun- forces involved should be placed
try with the Shah as a " moderniz- in to two categories : 1. those who
ing" ruler who knew better than are involved in the government,
cabinet,
Revolutionary
the "ig norant" peop le what was the
go_od for them . Then when the counci l and t he Revolutionary
whole country stood together committee, 2. those who had a
against the Shah and Ameri can role in the revolution and are not
domination it was necessary for part of the government.
Basically the f irst group inthemedia here to give a different
picture completely opposite to volves the National Front and the
pro-Khoumeine forces who inwhat had given before.
This situation resulted in a lot clude all the different kinds of
of confusion among the people. tendencies, among the religious
Today, still, we cannot tell what is activists. This wide range of tenthe real picture in Iran, who are dencies have already brought
the forces involved, and who has the Prime Minister and his
cabinet i nto lashes with the more
the real power .
As far as the news allows us to radi cal section s in t he Revolusee t he sit uation, there are qu ite ti o nary Co m m ittee. But as t he
a few forces at work in Ira n ge nera l m asses , es p ecia ll y
today. Actually t he d ay after t he workers, have been demanding
revolution a power struggle the same things as the commitbetween these forces started . O n tee and even further than that,

the committee has become what
may be called " the middle of the
line" element in these conflicting situation s.
.
The left win g, wh ich basical(y
involves the gro ups of different
beliefs, have not been able to
lead the revolution as Islam
became the uniting factor of the
masses and Khoumeini' s position have left this group weak.
Basically what is missing here is
an organ to unite the demands
and t ru st of the p eople in itself
and organ ize t hem to gain t hese
demands.
What the general populace
has been demanding is the complete disentangling of the
Iranian military, economic and
political life from any foreign
domination, self-determination
at work (by blue and white collar
workers) and certain level · of
national autonomy. But the
current government is not willing to go all the way to fulfill
t hese demands and each step
towards t he accomplishm ent of
an y o f t he dem ands has been
forced on t he go ve rn ment. One
important demand made by the

(Continued on p age 5)
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WK(}U RadiothonEnds in Success
by Diana C. R. Ranski

t he studio."
St i ll anot her candidate to be
interviewed by our D.J.'s, was
Elizabeth Mayor, Thomas Dunn.
Stokes felt he w as, " Totall y interest ing, on such to pi cs as drugs
and his school days. One of his
famed quotes was, Studen ts in
h.is day were not as st up id as
today. " Sto kes sa id Du nn had
some funny views o n t h ings and
didn 't seem " d irected to college
students b u t more to t he mi ddle
aged."
Stokes and Bellero• also in te rviewed celebrities like Alison
Steele fro m WNEW, and The
Smothers Brot hers w ho called
into WKCU 's studio at 4:30. Ken
had qu esti ons wri tten down to
ask Tom Sm ot hers in cl ud ing o ne
dug up by Wad e w ho ha d it o n
goo d source t hat Tom Smothers
was an avid stamp collector. As
the interview reached a po in t of
goin g downhill, Ken asked Tom
how his stamp collection was
going. Tom replied , " wh at stamp
collection; Di ck has all th e ho bbi es. "
The pressures of the Rad iot hon so m etimes affected t he D.J.'s ad versely. " Du ri ng th e middle o f t he w eek w e were at each
o ther's th roats," sai d Sto kes . But,
he added , " we made a p retty
good team. "
A no th e r p roblem that exi sted
was attempting to fall asleep
while working in shifts.
By week 's end everyone in t he
stati on wa s cu ri o us to find out
wh ether o r not t hey wo ul d
Photo by Joe Leatherwood
collect enoug h money to cover
The hard-working D.J.s Russell Stokes and Ken Bellero " made a the cost of t he p rizes.
pretty good team."
Some items that contributed
Bel lero said , '' I' m looking greatly were games such as mud
100 ca n isters are sti ll out incl ud ing 40 canisters from West- forwa rd to doing it next year an d fights, sponge throws and th e
fie ld H igh School, sponsored b y I prom ise a bigger and better "Great Kiss Off," w hi ch was
do ne b y o ne o f the female sta ff
the Key Club. WKCU 's Music outcome from students o f Kea n
Di rector, Fred Raimondi stated, College. The studenrs aren ' t as
" It was a family fee ling - all wor- apathetic as everyone thinks we
king towards one goal and every- are."
BeHero' s partner in WKCU 's
one really got tight."
According to Wade, he felt radiothon, Russell Stokes states
better now than he did before it that he learned a lot with the exwas over. " The final hour proved perience, and the " students
the point that a lot of people were a really hard working buncared . The total funds which we ch, especially the residents. "
Referring to ·the interviews he
collected also helped to prove
and Bellero conducted, Stokes
the point," he said.
" The atmosphere was filled commented on the people he
with a lot of elation , not only talked to.
Martin Greenberg, Director of
because we raised the funds and
knew we did a good job but also Campus Police, " really was a nerbecause the radio station proved vous candidate to interview. "
both to itself and to the college According to Stokes, " Before we
community, that it could work as could thank him, he cut out of

Last week in Dougall H all's
th ird floor building where
WKCU is located , 2 D.J.'s and a
staff of approximately 70 people
spent 100 hours dedicated to the
cause of Easter Seals .
The exp er ie nce sta rted M arch
5th at 12: 00 p .m . and en ded at
4 :00 p .m. , M arch 9th . A cco rd ing
to WKCU ' s G~neral Mana ge r,
Bob W ade, th e Rad iotho n
collected appro ximately $1 ,500.

a un it - wh ic h is a ve ry important factor /' Wad e concl uded .
WKCU 's D.J. , Ken Bel le ro , felt
" ver y goo d abou t the radiot hon . It worked but exce llently
and it w as a great idea." Bellero
stated t hat he w as h appy with the
respo nse of
Kean
College
students. Pe rsonall y, he feels he
w uld do it again fo r such a w orth y ca use - he also lik es see in g
W KCU helpin g th ose who are
less fo rtun ate.

Reaction To Strike
(Continued from page 1)
Should this division between
faculty and students widen as a
result o f a strike, we take serious
ris k of enro ll ment drops and
subsequent reducti ons in fo rce.
It is a risk not wort h taki n g."
We believe the stri ke is t he
wrong instrument, used at t he
wrong place at the w ron g ti me."
In a t elephone in terview w ith
the Independent, Thomas W irth,
sta ff representative w ith the
Council o f N ew Jersey State
College Lo cals said , " We deplore
the letter and reiterate that there
will be a st r ike on Tuesda y,
Ma rch 20."
The Independent, on Tuesda y,
M arch 12, received a telephone
call from the American Civil Libe rt ies Un ion in Newark, on
behal f of a Kean College student
who wanted to know the procedure involved in obtaining a
per mit to stage a counter-picket
o f students opposed to the
strike.
The A C LU spokesman explained that , depend ing upon
t he area in question, since laws
var y in different counties and
municipalities,
the
student
shou ld take t he following steps :
inquire about a permit at either

the township police station or at
the Court Clerk' s office at th e
local municipa l cou rt ; if th e
demonstration is held on school
prope rty or private property, obt ai n the sc hoo l's or the own er's·
perm1ss1on : if perm 1ss1on is
denied, t he owner must show a
" valid reason "; t he st ud ent has
the righ t to appeal wi t h a "show
cause"
order bringin g the
owners to cou rt to state the
rea sons fo r denyi ng per mission
to stage a demon stratio n.
Wi rth did not know wh at action th e union would take in the
event o f a counter-pi_cket by
students, stating, " We wou Id
have to assess the situation as it
arises." He said that both act ions
should be carefully analyzed for
their likely " effect , to prolon g
the strike ."
Wirth said that these actions
would simply t,empt the State to
wait and see if a weakness
develops.
" We want to make it clear th at
we will continue the strike u ntil a
settlement is reached , and anything that will mislead t he state
into thinking otherwi se is likely
to prolong the strike. No
weakness will develop," concluded Wirth .
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Main headqqarters for the Radiothon in the College Center.
members. There were other gimmicks . For i nstance, The Baby
Picture Contest, where one had
to match memb~rs of t he fa cu lty
and admin istrat ion to their own
bab y picture.
Campus g·r oup part 1c1pation
came fro m Fratern ities, soror ities, school officers, the faculty
and the administration including President Nathan Weiss who

Pho to by Joe Leatherwood

kicked off t he radiothon .
.. Stokes conclud ed b y saying,
It made me feel goo d and near
the end o f the rad ioth on it was
emotiona l. We all w ere sor ry it
was abo ut to end. Several o f us
al most cried as the emotion
cli maxed . I really w ant to emphasize the help from students in
the residen ce halls and from our
staff."

Photo b y Ralph Abbate

Al Schaefer collected $24.00 for the beard fund and shaved it .all offl

Jran 's Revolution
(Continued from page 4)

Cheap Kisses ...25• ·

.1

Photo by Joe Leatherwood

lef tists is th e formation of a
peoples army and destruction of
t!,e Shah's arm y whi c h had been

Catch up

fast with
Cliffs
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Availab le in
Reviews over 24 sc,bject areas.

Unique prog ram med format
pinpoints yo u r weak areas . .
leads you righ t to the facts
wit ho ut wasting t ime . Incl udes sel ftes ts and a Dictio nary-Index of Terms.

KeepuP,
•th
They're keyed to
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maj or tex ts. and incl ude
suggested o b jective
and essay quest io ns.
0Uf5e Great fo r pre-exam review.

Cliffs
C

Outlines
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Kean College of New Jersey

organized and t ra ined by U.S.
military advisors. In spite o f the
rejection of the generals reappointed b y t he govern m ent by
soldiers, Mr. Bazargan has annou nced h is in tention of p ulling
t o gether t he previou s arm y. His
effort on this score has no t been
successful. The ot her w hich
remains to be answere d is t he
regime which is goin g to replace
t he monarchy. Up to now the
q uestion for the refer endum
leaves the people w it h t he
choice between monarc hy and
Islamic republic A choice
which is not acceptable to a,lot of
edu cated
and
non-religious
people in Iran. Especially w o men
who will not on ly gain noth ing
from the revo lut ion in term s o f
f urthering thei r ri ghts, but may
lose them if Isl am ic laws are strictly fulfilled .
With t be pict ure above, it is
not very easy to predict the outcome o f the c urrent situation in
Iran. There is onl y o ne d ef inite
factor, and t hat is t hat if the
present governmen t o f Mr.
Bazargan cont inues its po lic ies o f
unbending slow motion reform s,
th ere su rel y will be an other confronta ti on . Thi s t ime, between
the leftist group and thi s government.
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EDITORIAL

Sprague Questions Review
There has been a very low turnout of candidates for the position of class officers. All of the positions that people have applied for are uncontested. Many positions are still vacant. This is
disappointing. How can students expect to gain a greater input
into decision making at administrative and statewide levels
when they don't even participate in their own student
government.

***
There has been a mixed response to last weeks editorial on
negotiations. Critics of the position taken in the editohal maintain in opposition that the union does not hold to an adversary
posture with the administration. They state that the union does
not exaggerate it's claims as a negotiating ploy, on the contrary,
we've been .told that the union only asks for what it feels it
deserves. The union only asks for limited, definite, reasonable,
and fair demands. Faced with an answer such as this, we must
withhold further comment.
Tomorrow nights Student Council meeting (at 6:00 ,in Downs i
Hall, Room A) will addres-si-rtie course of action tfrbe ~e'r sued by :
Student Organization in the event of a strike. Ot'the many options available from injunction to support, Council will take the
position it feels best represents student interests.
All concerned students, faculty members, or administration
representatives should make every effort to attend and voice
their concerns.

***
With inflation taking a bigger chunk out ot the operating
budgets of funded groups, many of these organizations have
submitted their 79-80 budgets to the Finance Board retlecting
the cost of this inflation.
Surprisingly enough, many of the proposed appropriation
ceilings that the Student Organization 1 reasurer has approved
handcuffs many of these funded groups who are planning to
continue their expansion of major programs, increases .in
membership, and other worthy activities.
In the Campus Media Grouping, the ceiling has increased
onlv $166.35 (.04 percent) from l..ast year's appropriation ceiling.
Grubstreet Writer, Independent, KCTV-lelevision, Memorabilia, and WKCU-Radio will all be competing for this pititul
amount of money. With many of these organizahons moving
forward; WKCU planning to go FM, Independent planning to
gq to 6,000 copies, budgeted at 20 pages each, such a small
amount of money would not benefit any of the funded organizations in this grouping. Memorabilia's bu.d get has increased
only $400, and this is only to cover the cost of projected i.ncreases in publishing costs.
The largest increase ·is in the Student Government Committees Grouping, $5,573.75 or 1.21 percent. This reflects the increase in general operating expenses that include salaries, insurance, and withdrawals. The Departmental and Special
Interest Grouping has increased $3,537.06, .77 percent over last
year's appropriation while the Campus Service Grouping increased by $2,322.08 or .51 percent.
We recommend that the Treasury Department and the
Finance Board reconsider the Campus Media ceiling and
allocate a sum which reflects the growth of the organizations
and the rate of inflation. The present proposed amount will not
be beneficial to any one of these funded organizations, and
even may cause serious operating difficulties.

Dear l::ditor,
I was surprised at the inaccuracy ot the review ot Dr. Kobert Coles
lecture.
I here were 220 people in attendance in the Little ·1heat re, and at
least three !acuity members brought the·ir classes to hear him .
It was my observation that the audience comprised both men and
women students.
I hese may be minor details however, if included in a review ot a
speaker , they should be reported correctly.
Dr . Coles had important things to say about the methodology ot
socia l research and judging by the question s asked ot him , the
audience was challenged by hi s point of view .
Sincerely,
Kuth Sprague
Assistant Director / Student Act1v111es
~ditors Note: l he review.er erred in sayi ng that only 100 people were in attendance; 200
1s more correct. In sayi ng that the audience was composed of predominantly middleaged women, she was evaluating the representation ol the several groups in attendance,

not discounting it.

ESC Coverage Thanked
Dear E:ditor,
l hank you and Carlos de Sa for the well-written article on the 1::vening Student Council meeting of February 23rd . As a member ot the
Council and a participant in that meeting, I co ngratulate you on your
coverage.
My question to you and the Council is: Where does it leave the
Council when an illegal (unconstitutional) vote repeals a properly
passed set ot by-laws?
Any errors could have been rectified through the amendment
process by the use of our due process . Instead, we have set ourselves
up tor ridicule, lost a valued member of the Council , and violated a
duly a~opted Constitution.
Sincerely yours ,
Rosemary Cataloi
Member, Evening Student Council

Over- Underexposure ~.
Dear E:ditor,
Below is a copy ot a fetter sent to President Weiss.
President Nathan Weiss,
I he first week at our new semester at Kean College, most ot the
classes in the Vaughn tames building were dismissed earlier than our
regular scheduled time. I had expected my evening class to end at
10:00 p .m . and had arranged for my transportation to arrive at that approximate time. I was dismissed lrom my class at the time of 9:00 p.m.,
giving myselt one hour to wait in the lobby of the building unul my
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ride arrived . At the time of 9 :30 p .m ., a man in his early twenties exposed himselt and propositioned me sexually. I ran from the man
who continued to verbally address me, causi ng me to leave the building and wait outdoors tor m y ride. I returned to the building because
ot the cold weather conditions, but unfortunately, the man had
waited in the building and was still trying to convince.me that he was
still interested in a sex ual encounter. At this time, I told him to go
away. Fortunately, my ride had finally arrived .
I intormed the police and was told I should have used the direct
line security phone that is outside the building . The existence ot thi s
system is news to me. I have attended Kean for one year and I wa s
never told that this system existed . The next day I went looking for the
phone . lo this day, I am still searching for it.
1 his shows that there is a definite fault in the visual lo cation ot thi s
security line. This situation should be immediately remedied . I would
like to have the Visual Communication Department design a logo
that should be painted on each building to direct them to this new
system.
As a tinal solution to this problem , all students should be notified ot
this security system. An article should appear in the college newspaper and a letter should be sent to all students and staff, notifying
them ot this new system.
I sincerely hope that you act upon my recommendation .
Name Withheld by Request

Same Old View

•

Dear E:ditor,
Fr. Rich Garcia writing under the dubious heading of "' Another
View" related his experience of womens ' organizations attempting
to intluence women into the work world. He implied that women invorved in these organizations are not really working and that this ,
pseudo work is unjustifiable . . He further · goes on to say that if all
women were in the work world, these organizations would cease to
exist and these women can devote more time " for those males who
so desperately need them after they finish their hard day at work,
then things might go back to N.O.R.M.A.L. That stands for Normal
Order ot Male Accentuated Life. "
I tind this attitude disgusting, but not surprising. The church has
long been a supporter of the status-quo through the exclusion ot
women and other minorities in its hierarchy. Its history has been
littered with instanc~s of repression and bigotry.
1 he claim of male superiority is a self-proclaimed one. The·· normal
pr~er;;
_i~.or~.o f th,e, sofj.aJ ,my~5i ,~ bich p ~rrpeate qur, society 1n r el a- '.
1
tion to women. Why can t women fµ nct(on in the work world 1 Why
can't women despe'rately need· men alter a hard day of work? Is It
time that ITl~n discard this prejudice that women must serve a subordinate status in society. Only when men and women regard each
o_ther as equals can real human understanding and love take place.
' Fr. kich Garcia is just a mouthpiece of a larger social in st1tut1on,
neverth e less -it 's pla in to see hi s pers·on al view coi ncides with that ot
the church. A view ot sexual prej ud ice.
George Schitin1
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Townsend Lecture Series
and
The Irish Club
presents

ALISTAIR
LOGAN
Internationally Known British Lawyer
Mr. Logan will speak about prisoners' rights in Northern
Ireland.
Due to his defense of Irish prisoners, Mr. Logan has been
instrumental in breaking new ground in British courts in regard
to prisoner law. Consequently, he is regarded as one of the
leading authorities in that field. At the present time, Mr. Logan
has thirty-two cases pending before the European Commission
of Human Rights in respect to political prisoners in Northern
Ireland. Later this month, in Paris; he will chair the Evidence
Sub-Committ~e for, the lnternati0nal •Tribunal on Britain's
presence in lrelanq.

Come One Come All
Date:
Thursday, March 1-5

***

Place:
-Hutchinson Hall J-'100
***
Time:

3:00-5:00 P.M.

Sisters Laud Thoners
Dear E:ditor,
We the sisters ot Zeta Delta - P~ , would like to congratulate Ken
Bellero and Russell Stokes for an outstanding job on WKCU 's first annual 100 hour Radiothon for the benefit of The Easter Seals Society.
Beginning Monday, March 5th at 12:00 noon until Friday, March 9th
at 4:00 p.m., the two D .J.'s stayed on the air to supply the Kean
College Community with continuous music and entertainment.
Congratulations once again to Ken , Russell and the WKCU stafi tor
an excellent job. Well done!!!
The sisterhood ot
Zeta Delta Pi

Wade Thanks Helpers
An open letter to t he st ude nt body :
To allot the students who gave so unselfishly of their time du rin g
WKCU ' s first ·Annual Radiothon . I w ould li~e to take this opportunity to thank ·each one.
There was a tim e wher-. people were saying apat hy runs rampant.
Our radiothon , and the consorted effort of th e st udent bod y proved
this notion to be an inconsistent truth.
The funded groups, fraternities, soro rities, fellowships , studentsat-large, staft and administration helped us make our first a great
success .
l he E:aster Seals Society also extends its congratulations to the
students of Kean College of New Jersey for their help in raising funds.
The student body had much patience through the week as volunteer upon volunteer solicited donations. They deserve a special
recognition for their banding together to make the fund raiser work.
Again let me say thank you to everyone who helped make WKCU ' s
First Annual Radiothon a memorable event and great success.
I would also like to take this opportunity to publicly thank Ken
Bellero and Russell Stokes for spending the week in seclusion in the
studio on the air pushing and prodding the students to give.
Thank you one and all ,
Bob Wade
General Manager WKCU

All letters to the Editor must be typed and submitted lo the Editor by
3:00 P.M. the Friday prior to publication. All letters must be sisned,
althoush names will be withMld from publication upon request.
Letters to the Editor should be sealed.
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Ho.use of B.lue ..,.Leaves'
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in its last week
.Thurs.-Sun. 8:00 P.M.
Vaugn Eames 119

***

Directed By
William Semporea

***
Tickets $3.00 - $1.50 Students

***

Available Wilkins Theatre Box Office
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by fr. Rich Garcia
Each morning at about 8:00
A.M., I have to make a decision
- Will I or won't I ... jog. The
physical fitness bug has bitten.
My vulnerability is increased by
my rapidly approaching fortyith
birthday. Last year I knew I had to
do something. I was 38, 5'9" and
195 pounds and I had "flunked"
the Health Fair that we had on
campus.
After doing a little reading on
the subject of physical fitness, I
decided that jogging was the thing to do. The prom ises made by
the laterature were just what I
was looking for, improved
physical health, lower the blood
pressure, reduce stress. In fact,
the literature spoke of an increase in the total quality of life
you would enjoy. That was the
good part. The bad part was the

discipline it takes to go out day
after day and jog. Sometimes it's
not fun, it's a real sacrifice, but
having done it you do feel better.
That's what the Christian
season of Lent is all about. It is a
call to each of us to recognize
ourselves not just as physical
beings whose physical life is subject to deterioration or improvement, but as spiritual beings
whose spiritual natures are also
subject to deterioration or improvement. In order to bring
about that improvement of the
awareness of ourselves
as
spiritual beings, perhaps we have
to institute some spiritual discipline in our lives. Regular daily
contacts with the D ivi ne t hrough
prayer and sacrifice. Some days
they may not be fun but having
done them perhaps we all will
feel better about ourselves.

Lonnie Liston Smith
leaders," but his roots and
By Lonnie Liston Smith
" I feel I've matured on this appeal stretch beyond the bounalbum," keyboardist Lonnie Lis- daries of the word " jazz." His
ton Smith says of his Columbia appeal has been proved by the
debut, Love!.nd. " It's a culmina- increasingly broad-based
tion of everything I've been wor- success of his 1975 albums Expanking toward on my other sions and Visions of a New World
on the Flying Dutchman label
albums. "
Lonnie's distinctive musical and his 1976 album Renaissance
style, a blend of the sensuous, on RCA, as well as his triumphant
the funky and the highly stream of club, college and
energetic, has been widely concert appearances.
His roots are in Richmond, Va. ,
praised by the critics and placed
him, in a relatively short period where he first learned about
of time, in that rare class of music from his father, an original
musIcIans whose appeal member of the Harmonizing
transcends categories. Lonnie's Four, a gospel quartet that
albums have been hits on the recently celebrated its 50th anjazz, soul and pop charts, and niversary'. Lonnie's father also
' Loveland is bound to continue played guitar and piano, and
instilled in him a love of music
that trend.
Robert Palmer of the New that he expanded on through the
York Times has called the Cosmic study of piano, tuba , trumpet
Echoes, the group Lonnie has led and voice in high school and
since 1973, " one of the most college, and through listening to
musical and satisfying bands in the records of such jazz greats as
their f ield. " Lonnie, Palmer Charlie Parker, Bud Powell ,
wrote, " is, above all, a colorist, Miles Davis and John Coltrane.
After graduating from Morgan
weaving his electric and acoustic
pianos and synthesizers together State College in Baltimore with a
in orchestral waves of sound, and Bachelor of Science degree in
a group catalyst, drawing com- rnusic education, Lonnie stayed
mitted performances from his in Baltimore and worked in the
;house band at the Royal Theatre,
soloists and rhythm section. "
Another leading critic, John S. backing up everyone from the
Wilson, has called Lonnie " one Supremes to Flip Wilson . " Oh,
of the new gener,ation of jazz manl "

Disco 92's Paco Opens Own LJ1sco
by Carlos Gonzales
To the latin fans he is known as
Paquito Navarro. To the disco
lovers of WKTU DISCO 92, he is
PACO, the hottest disco D.J. on
the air waves. For Paco switching
over from the latin salsa radio
station, to the disco of KTU was
"an important and fascinating
step".
After realizing he had disco
fever,
Paco appropriately
followed his instincts and is now
part owner of a new disco called
PACO'S CLOUD, at Les Nuages,
81st Street & Third Ave. Recently,
Paco hosted an "i nvitation only"
evening to celebrate the new
club and of course, the success of
" DISCO 92". At 42, Paco has the
life, good looks, and spirit of an
aspiring 22 yeard old superstar.
But there is more to Paco than

just a radio discjockey. Here is a
Latino who was noted primarily
for his impeccable Spanish, not
English, and who was basically
unknown to the masses of
nonlatin listeners. In less than a
year he and KTU have made big

Falcon Burns Another Kase
by Nancy frank
Billy Falcon's Burning Rose
returned to Creation last
weekend for two more mind
blowing shows.
Burning Rose is set to release
their second album in about two
weeks and take it from me ... it's
downright explosive I II Words
just can 't express how much
better this album is than the last
one. I'm sure everyone will be

Heat In The Streets
by Steve Scarpelli
Pat Travers was " Makin Majic"
and "Putting It Straight" but now
he's causing " Heat In The
Streets" in the newest release by
Travers which features highly
sophisticated high energy rock
and roll. Travers addes another
guitarist labelled Pat Thrall and
former Black Oak drummer
Tommy. Adridge also was added
to the lineup. Adding the two to
bassist Mars Cowling, Travers has
gathered a tight unit. But the
front man sings and plays electrified rock and roll on his red
hot axe. Together they rock .out
in th~ title cut that takes the
Canadian born star to the streets
of Florida. "Killers Instinct"
features Thrall on guitar
synthesizer while Travers lays
down some wicked licks .
"Hammerhead" is an outrageous instrul!'ental full of
sizzeling guitar chord barrages,

I he ~h1rts
rit Load
by Phil Karali
I listened to the first album put
out by The Shirts. If you have
heard good things about them,
they're true. The Shirts are an
electrifying group that plays
good loud rock n roll, along with
some fine melodic songs . The
main force heard is the vocals of
Annie Golden and the guitar riffs
played by Arthur LaMonica and
Ronald Ardito. The rest of The
Shirts are Robert Racioppo on
bass, John (Zeek) Criscione on
drums, and John Piccolo on
keyboards.
New wave fans you ' ll like this
group. If you don 't like new
wave they might change your
mind.

See
H·ouse
Of
Blue
Leaves

changes,
and
are
now
synonymous with disco music.
One fan noted to me, " When
Paco says, ' Hasta Manana' at
10:00 p.m., KTU is not the same,
until 6 p.m. the next day, when
he returns."

and anchored by Cowling 's ripping bass lines, while Aldridge
raps thunderous bouts on his kit!
The entire album is very tight.
The music is heavy and exciting
throughout. Travers will take the
world by storm on sheer talent.
He rocks out.

All views expressed in Music Box
are the opinions of the Music Box
staff and do not necessarily represent
the views of WKCU 59, AM , the
Independent or its parent
organization, Student Organization .

very impressed.
Since the last time I saw Billy in
September his act has really
matured and come together. He
was
great
then ;
he ' s
phenomenal now." A few personnel changes on lead guitar
and bass plus a lot of great new
songs have really made this act
complete.
Billy's show was just as
fabulous as ever. He's still one of
the most energetic performers
I've seen and is definitely still
THE master showman of rock n'
roll. Now I know there are plenty
of great groups out there who
are undoubtedly great showmen
like Kiss, The Stones, Cheap
Trick, and Patti Smith to name a
few. But Falcon is different. He
doesn 't use any gimmicks at all.
He's as down-to-earth as you can
possibly get while still being
totally outrageous and exciting.
Falcon 's Burning Rose is
definitely ready to take over. All
of us dedicated fans in Jersey are
counting the days until he
returns! So, go out. Catch his
show .. . Learn what real rock 'n
roll is ... Buy his new album.
You'll be glad you didt

J. Geils Band-Sanctuary
by Michael Heron
It seems that J. Geils has turned
away from their usual R&B form.
Their latest, SANCTUARY is a
very explosive rock and roll
album . The personnel has stayed
the same with Peter Wolf on
vocals, Seth Justman (keyboards
and vocals) , Old Magic Dick doing his thing on the Harmonics,
).Geils - guitars, Danny Klein bass and last Stephen Bladd

banging away on drums & percussion.
The album does contain some
excellent songs like, " ONE LAST
KISS," and " SANCUARY. " Other
songs are are worth a spin on the
turntable are " I DON 'T HANG
AROUND MUCH ANYMORE",
and " JUS' CAN 'T STOP ME. " So if
your record collection does' nt
contain this disc, it should for this
is a ROCK & ROLL CLASSIC. .. ..

WKCU thanks all those who supported
and helped make the radio-thon for
Easter Seals a success.

'l'rivialities
by Allan Margolin
1. Who is Clark Kent's editor
at the Daily Planet?
2. What is Anthony Nelson 's
rank in the Air Froce on I Dream
of Jeanie?
3. Who played Dick's boss on
the Dick Van Dyke Show?
4. What is the name of Bambi 's
skunk friend in Bambi?
5. Who played King Tut on
Batman?
6. What is The Flash 's secret
identity?
7. What is the Green Lantern 's
secret identity?
8. Who won the " best act ing"
academy award in 1973, Al
Paci no for Serpico, Jack Lemmon
for Save the Tiger or Robert Redford for The Sting?

9. What is the name of Sam 's
Doctor on Bewitched?
10. What are Lenny and
Squiggy's last names?
11 . What station housed id the
Emergency squad work out of?
12. Who is Speed Racer's
older brother?
13. What is Popeye's girlfriend 's name?
14. Who played Colonel
Nicholson in Bridge Over the
River Kwai?
15. What is the name of
Mickey Mouse's pet dog?
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Any jazz musicians interested in competing in the
Student Activities second jazz audition on March
19 should contact Mark Prowe in CC 112 or call
527-2617 for information.
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Gil Scott Heron:.A Voice Of rl'he Black Experience·
Regardless o f what times we're
living in, no matter what the
political coordinates or social
cl imate, there i5 always need for
a voice li ke Gi l Scott- Heron 's. fo r
a performer with t he cou rage o f
pri ncip le, with the fluidity of
language and musical integrity to
wri te songs and sing them with
the pass-ion that the words
deserve. Ever since the early
1970's, when he and his collaborator Brian Jackson first
started to p ut Sco tt-Heron 's
so ng-po ems on reco rd, he has
been recogn ized as one o f the
most sign ificant and articulate
black spokesmen to emerge in
, this decade. Angry when circumstances demand anger, sensitive and compassionate, with
an alert sense of history and
immediate experience, ScottHeron, with Jackson and the
Midnight Band, has made music
that explodes with energy and
feeling. His newest Arista album,
Secrets, continues in that
tradition, exploring issues and
emotions on a collection of
songs that confirm his reputation
as a major composer-musician .
Although
Scott-Heron
chooses
to
communicate
primarily t hrough his music, he
has also explored , and continues
to explore, other media and
educational outlets to get his
messages across. At age 19, he
publ ished his fi rs t novel, The
Vulture. Anot he r novel
followed, The Nigger Factory,
and a vo lume o f poems, Small

sponsored by Black Studies
Departments at many schools.
He reaches h is w idest audience,
however, through h is albums
and concerts. " I go t int o recording as pa rt of t he co nsiderati o n
that there are a lot of our schoo l
children and a lot o f our adults,
too, who do not read com p rehensively enough or often
enough to really enjoy dealing
with novels. "
The so n of a Jamaican professional soccer p layer and a librarian , Gil was b orn in Chicago
and rai sed by h is grand mot her.
(He met his father and sister j ust
this past year in Detroit, an unexpected encounter that indirectl y
led to the writing of a song on
Bridges, " We Almost Lost Detroit "). It was when his mother
brought him to New York that his
future began to take shape.
Through the interest shown by
one of his teachers, Gjl was able
to attend the prestigious
Fieldston School and began to
absorb modern black poetry by
men like Langston Hughes.
Scott-Heron eventually went to
Lincoln University, where he met
Brian Jackson. They' ve been
working together since 1969, and
in 1970 were the nucleus of a
group called Black & Blues.
W ithin the next few years
there came a series of albums for
Fl yi ng Dutchman and Strata-Eat
that called attention to an important new clarion vo ice : Small

Talk at 125th and Lenox. A

Talk on 125th and Lenox, Pieces
of a Man, Free Will, Winter in
America. Scott-Heron had his

second vo lume is schedul ed to
be published shortl y. W hen he
isn' t recording or performing,
Scott-Heron teaches creative
writing at Federal City College in
Washington, D.C. (he has a
Masters degree in English from
lohn Hopkins University) and
frequently lectures at series

fi nger on bl ack fr ustrati o n and
f u ry, political corruption and
repression, as well as on the un ity
and heritage of his people. On
pieces like "The Revolution Will
Not Be Televised " and " H20gate
Blues" (on wh ich he reco unted
tive years ot American crimes
and called for Nixon's ouster), he

named names, got to the nub of a
problem directly and eloquently. Other songs from th is period
included " Lady Day and John
Coltrane," a tri bute to two of h is
m usical id ols, " Home Is Where
The Hatred Is," and " The Bottle',
which deals with alcoholism and
became his first chart hit. It has
since become the Midnight
Band 's trademark performance
in concert.
Upon signing with Arista
Records as one of the first acts to
be brou ght to t he new labe l,
Scott-Heron 's music sta rted to
reach a wide pop, jazz and R' n' B
aud ience . To date, he has
recorded f ive albums for Arista,

First Minute of a New Day, From
South Africa to South Carolina,
(including
the
stunningly
prophetic " Johannesburg " ,
which he sang to a nationwide
television audience on S.turday
Night, hosted by Richard Pryor),
It's Your World, a double album
that featured new material as
well as live recordings of ScottHeron's. most famous material,
Bridges, and his new Secrets.
" Things don't bear repeating,"
Gil Says, " So I try to do smething
different with each successive
album. " After all these years, he
still f inds it hard to describe his
music, but one thing he is
dedicated to is the abandon ing
of formula, avoiding a " cookiec u tt e r "
app r oac h .
" Wha t
happens is I take an idea and try
to paint peo ple a picture that will
stand independently, to show
them an angl e they otherwise
may not have seen, whether it's
. on alcoholism , drug add iction,
crimina l
justice,
revolution.
SECRETS SUCCEEDS ON BOTH
COUNTS : the musical mix includes elements that Gil has
never encorporated befo re synthesizer bass, girl singers,
power drumming (by Harve)'

Gil Scott-Heron will be appearing in concert on March 26th at 7:30
p.m. in the T.P.A.
Mason), string synthesizer -and
the subjects he tackles are
topical and vital. " Show Bizness"
and " Madison Avenue" expose
the shams of the entertainment
and consumer businesses ;
" Angel Dust" is a sizzling
" editorial by inference" on the
latest drug menace; and
" Angola, Louisiana " is a scathing
indictment of a legal system that
sentenced a young black man to
life in prison based on the most
spurious and circumstantial of
evidence. There is al so a depict ion o f the coal m in er's plight
(" Three Mi les Down " ), and
other songs that see society, its
dangers . and
p o ssi b ilities

through the very perceptive eyes
of Gill Scott-Heron.
By amking LPs like Secrets and
his forthcoming poetry album

The Mind of Gill Scott-Heron,
Scott-Heron seems himself as
continuing in the spirit of an
ages-old black heritage. " When
you looked at the Roots thing,
you may have seen the man they
called the Griot," he told an
interviewer. " He was the
storyteller and the man responsible for the history of the
fam ily. The Grio t was known
t hro ughout Africa as the man
responsible for the oral trad ition.
We've sort of picked up on that
tradition. "

Join The Foozers At
The First Foozball Championships
Sign Up At The Pub

Before t~e s~ow, ~ine at

*

*

"CONTACT"
0

SATURDSAV:"M ARcH 11
At the fabulous

CASA STOIA
RESTAURANT

Italian-American cuisine
Next door .to

2J4

344-6091

10:00 P.M. 1i11 n

TICK[TS ON SAl[ NOW

llT dl~

Discounts availa~le to fraternit~ ·an~ sororit~ grou~s

CAll 344-6381
55 St. francis Street, Newar~
COM[ to t~e ~ro~ressive IRONBOUN □ section

SANDRA'S UNIS-E X
HAIR SALON

Hours= 9A.M. 6P.M. lues.-Sat.
In t~e lo~~Y of

344-5105
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Mini Concert during co.Hege free hour in Sloan Lounge with some entertainment.

Kean Students perform in the play "Blue Leaves"

Sisier Armada (Louise Kiesel), Sister Josephus (Brenda Byrne), and Sister Mary Margaret (Alice M.
Forrester) prey on Corrina Stroller for her autograph.
Photo by Patricia Gallante

" ••• The Skys we lit up, look all bit up, like Fido chewed them, back together
again ... " Artie Shaunessey (Brian Konger) croons to Corrina a love song.

Photo by Pat r icia Gallante

Ron Shaunessey (Marty Anderson) puks his bomb to go
blo~ up the Pop e at Y_a n~,ee Stadium •. ,, • _·
l

,...,c:-.,<.-_ ,< ... , .... \,.l\\l~\\,•,.;j

·1,1~ :.n1

'Jrt• I 1'J1 ♦

A delighted Bananas Shaunessey (Meg Semporea) comes
in after asking Miss Henshaw the way home.

)i,"J,''"i ♦ t-•1,-,".i')L

;\f...1\,1,·1'\.,_f.,'./, .hi\,lf 1

.,..,,::>,<..,C'-\

Bunny describes the cover of "Modern Screen" ... that
reached up and seduced her eyes. Did you read it by any
happenstancel
," '..:..~·~"' ~ ~ t.~~ ,,, •'.'... ,t

Coffee House presents ...

Photo by Joe Leatherwood

Gary O ' Neil ...

Russell Stokes, WKCU radiothon D.J., taking
a short break and doing the thing he does
best. (Besides D.J.ing)

and Kean College's version of the Blues Brothers doing their thing for Easter Seals.

Others such as Gil Gr~ss were there to lend a hand.

Pilge 11

Much 15, 1,1,
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''Delta Hous·e,, . .Cond'elllned
by Allan Margolin
From the backwash of
National Lampoon's " Animal
House" comes the alleged
highl ight o f T.V.'s second season .
The Network 's interpretat ion o f
college humo r.
The difference between T. V.'s
college humo r and Nationa l
La mpoo n's is that Lampoon 's is
funny. T. V. 's rots.

brtthers of Omega House, led by
Douglas
Nedimyer.
Despite
constant attacks by both the ·
faculty and the students these
Deltas don 't get mad or get even .
They just drift back to the frate rnit y house and eat potato chips.
Besides t he origina ls fr o m t he
movie being m ere shado ws of
their for m er selves the
replacements are even w o rse .
Blotto , Bluto's brother, does
nothing but eat and grunt on occasi on .
Otter's big dream on the show
is to " neck" wth soro rity girls.
(J ust li ke Richie on Happy Days.)
. T he worst o f all the
replacements is Jennings. Jennings claims to be dedicated to
the further education of all the
students of Faber College. Jennings doesn 't even smoke.
Anything.
The particular episode that I
was subjected to consisted of
Dean Wormer and Nedimyer
conspiring with one of Wormer's
old war buddys to draft D-Day.
Nedimyer and the Omegas claim

A BC has managed to ta ke all
the funny characters from
" An imal House" and convert
t hem into unfunny characters for
their
new sit -com , " Delta
House."
Although Delta House takes
place in Faber College, 1962, and
has many of the originals from
the movie, (Dean Wormer,
Hoover, Flounder and D-Day)
ABC's Deltas have as much
resemblance to National Lampoon 's as Jimmy Carter has to his
brother Billy. _
ABC's Deltas are constantly
being plotted against by Dean
Wormer and the fraternity

that D-Day is the Delta 's " an tiauthority spiritual leader" and
without him the fraternity will
collapse.
Ten m inutes after D- Day
leaves for h is Army ph ysical t he
fratern ity collapses. Blotto goes
up a tree, Flou nder and Pinto
m ove int o a commune and
Hoo ver checks into a dorm, leaving Otter all alone in the house
t_ryi ng to " neck " sorority girls.
Fortunately for the Deltas, and
fo r t he ser ies, D-Day is reject ed
by the A rm y beca use hi s feet
turn around backwa rds. (?)
D-Day's return to Delt a house
brings Blotto, Hoover, Pinto and
Flounder back to stay. Dean
Wormer, the Omegas and
Nedimyer are foiled again .
However the show as not all
bad, it had one redeeming
quality. When Hoover checked
into the men 's dorm the first thing he did was flop down on a
bed and ask for a beer.
Perhaps there is hope for Delta
House.

Arts lJ1alogue Presents
James Huchman-~culptor
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The CoCurricular Program
Board will present a " Humanities
Survey" by The New Conservatory Theatre on Tuesday, March
20, 1979, at 1 :30 in the Little
Th eatre . The " H u m aniti es
Survey " will featu re two 13th and
14th Century French farces entitled , The New Farce of the
Meatloaf and the Pie and The

Farce of Je ninot, His Masters ilnd
His Cat. Adm issi on is free and all
are we lco me to attend.
Here are two farces from 13th

and 24th century France which

I
1:1

deal with some of the problems
of a new way of life - urban life.
Each of these farces, short and
full pf ph}'Sical humor, deals with

I
Photo of James Buchman's sculpture ''Canakalee." He will appear at
Kean College March 20th at 1 :40 p.m. in Vaughn-Eames Room 112.

Play Reivew

''Sterling Silver''
Village.
The first question I have is why
this " new musical entertainment" doesn 't call itself a
revue, which explains it a lot
better.
In fact, the term " revue" has
lately had a bad connotation,
suggesting a rambling, loosely
joined together, often confusing
piece. All the more reason to call
. the Sterling Silver a revue - if
the shoe fits . . .
When I heard that a nineteenyear-old genius produced this
" musical entertainment" I had
high hopes, but David Silberg
has yet to prove himself. He has
eliminated helpful explanatory
dialogue by keeping it obscure,
choppy and inappropriate. He
trys to link the songs of Fred
Silver together in a logical
progression, but fails. This anthology and tribute to Silver's
music would be better off

without any attempt at so-called
dramatic unity.
I got the feeling something
was missing. It is like having the
antithesis of a rock in one's
stomach - that's a big black
hole. I would not be surprised to
learn that Silberg has had this experience too, a big black hole,
but I suspect his condition would
be found more in the cerebral
hemisphere.
What was missing?
All humor aside, (which leaves
us with very little indeed) there
was no drama, no plot, no logical
continuim . There was decent acting, funny jokes (it's one
salvation) and a pleasantly mild
choreography, which broke up
the obscurity a bit.
The superficiality should have
been eliminated, saving poor
Fred Silver's reputation , (not to
mention David Sil berg's) and-the
integrity of an aud ience t ired
w ith th is season's Broadway and
off- Broadway musicals, begg ing
for fresh captivat ing t alent t hat
they don't have to d issect in
order to appreciate.

a separate problem of living in
the new towns and cities of
Europe. Both of these farces have
been translat ed by associ ates of
the NCT compan y.
Very little is know n about the
product ions of these farces, but a
great deal is known about ea rly
town life, the trades, th e
development of crafts, etc ..
Therefore, the research into the
cost umes, props, and t he tasks
t hat people d id as part o f their
daily lives is an integral part of
our productions of these farces.
It is clear that traveling professionals actem in them , and that
they were performed in open
public spaces such as town

Batik Elogies:

1

b y Christine Litwornia
" Sterli ng Silver," described as
a " new musical entertainment,"
recentl y opened and is'playing at
The Village Gate in Greenwich

The Townsend Lecture Committee will present the fascinating lecturer Dr. Wilson
Bryan Key on Thursday Afternoon , March 15t h at 12:15 pm in
t he Little Theatre.
Th irty -on e bil lio n dollars are
spent on advertising in t he U.S.
each year. The problem, says D r.
Wil so n Bryan Key, is that instead
o f straightforward , hon es t
selli ng, the ads use cues and
symbo lism o f which we are not
consciously aware, usuall y re lati ng to se x and death, to
man ipu late us, to sedu ce us into
spend ing ou r money. How many
times were you seduced today?
Dr. Key, the author of two
books on subliminal persuasion,
Subliminill Seduction and Medis
Sexploitillion, has testified on
this subject to a Senate subcommittee and the Federal Trade
Commission . A former advertising man himself, Dr. Key has
taught journalism and communications at several universities and has given courses and
seminars on subliminal per-

suasion . He heads Mediaprobe,
a public interest research compan y.
Dr. Key's main objection is to
what he sees as an invasion o f
privacy. He resen ts the feelin g
you 're being had when you
don 't know it. " Not hi ng can hurt
you as lon g as yo u can decide
w hether to look at it or not. But
th is material goes in to your brain
at t he speed of light ... we think
so me of it stays in your brain for
life. "
The average Ameri ca n sees
330,000 ads by age 18. What
happens to someone who's been
subliminally indoctri ned with
this material? " I'm concerned
about the kinds of value systems
perpetrated by these ads," Key
says .
Though most of us recognize
that sex - blatant or subtle sells products, it is becoming apparent that death sells them too
- especially when it can be addictive, like cigarettes or
alcoholic drinks.

'l,he New Conservatory 'l,heatre

James Bu chman , a Memphis born Arti st, who studied paintin g and
sculpture at the Skowhe gan School in 1969 will appear at K. ea n
College March 20th at 1 :40 (Coll ege Ho ur) in Vaughn-Eames Rm . 11 :l.
He has show n his wo rk in New York , New Ham ps hire, Ve rmo nt , Connecticut and l exas .
Bu chm an contains nature 's to rces and dettly orchest rates it s energies. His work integ rates th e monum enta l qual ity o t granite with cut
and we lded stee l girders. Bol ts and ca bl es d emo nst rate a se ri al in sisten ce, im pos ing a man-ma de orde r and inten tio n over ro ugh
bo ulders. l his impositi o n balan ces to ns o f granit e preca ri o usly on
lini ar, stru ctu red lines, con cept ual in th eir po_we r.
', !

Subliminal Seduction

:ityLing Ul l'ersonaL Visions

squares, courtyards of castles, or
inns. The trade fa irs of t he 12th
and 13th centuries also would
have. prov ided larg e an d
available crowds.
The pa lys deal humoro usly
w ith t he development of early
t o wn life and the social problems
that arose whe n people bega n to
come off the land and create
new r-oles for themselves in
t ow n. The problems o f urban life
began to be t he subjects for gentle and not so gentle humor.

The New farce of the Meiltloaf
ilnd the Pie deals with the questions ot poverty and hunger and
the comical possibilities of these
problems. The hrce of Jeninot,
His Masters ilnd His Cilt treads
lightly on the subject of the new
roles of masters and servants
which emerged in the towns
where the old roles and serfs no
longer applied . Another subject
which it gently teases is the
problem of the double meanings
of some of the simplest words.
Integrated wif h the sophisticated
concepts and questions of
language and communication is
an amount in intense clowning
which
makes this
farce ,
especially suitable for younger
and mixed audience.

12 pieces that are on display,
by Jeanene Pratt
Her mind is on screen . Ms. about one hiilf were available for
Frances Russum Provini has her purchase when I visited the exthoughts captured in a collection hibit. My favorite became a silk
of Batiks that are currently on screen of a giant P.reying ('v1antiss.
display at the New Dawn Arts It was t itled " Study For The
Collective located at 1140 East Beloved Predator." If only I'd
· had 450 dollars on me.
Jersey St. in Elizabeth.
.
Her self-taught work with
Batiks involves developing the
/
traditional repeated waxing and
dying process into a more direct
method of " painting"
the
1. The Women's Room, by Marilyn French. (Jove/HBJ,
screens w ith dye. It is a long in$2.50.) Perspective on women's rofe in society: fiction .
tuit i ve
process
that
has
developed Batiks that express
2. My Mother/Myself, by Nancy Friday. (Dell , $2.50.) The
life and movement .
daughter's search tor identity.
The exh ibit displays work
done on percale, sateen and
3. The Amityville Horror, by Jay Anson. (Bantam , $2.50.)
silks. Ms. Provini 's style expresses
True story of terror in a house possessed.
a natural flow of energy and her
patterns are of a colorful organic
4. Watership Down, by Richard Adams. (Avon , $2.50.) Tale
nature.
of exile and survival in the rabbit world.
The collection is funded by
The Elizabeth CETA organization
5. Bloodline, by Sidney Sheldon . (Warner, $2.75.) Thriller
and located on the third floor of
about heiress who inherits power and intrigue.
the New Dawn Arts Collective
building . The detail and beauty
6. Coming into the Country, by John McPhee. (Bantam ,
of her works are an natural style
$2 .75.) Voyage of spirit and mind into Alaskan wilderness .
that you can enjoy seeing . Of the

Cofflpu6 PapclbGck F,e,t,elle,,

7. Your Erroneous Zones, by Wayne W. Dyer . (Avon ,
$2.25.) Sett-help pep talk.

Yearbooks
Are In!

8. Midnight Express, by Billy Hayes with William Hoffer.
(Fawcett, Popular, $2.25.) Young American jailed in Turkey tor smuggling .

Pick Them Up AtThe Memorabilia Office
In The
College Center
All transactions
Are Final

9. The Thorn Birds, by Colleen McCullough. (Avon, $2.50.)
Australian family saga: fiction .
10. The Hobbit, by J. R. R. Tolkien. (Ballantine, $2.50.) The
fantasy world of Middle-earth creatures.
This li st was co mpiled by The Chronicle of Higher Ed ucation from
information su ppl ied by col lege stores throughout the country .
March 5, 1979.
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"The Glittering·l>rizes" Returns to· WNEt/ fhirleen
"The Glittering Prizes," sixpart dramatic series on the lives
and careers of Cambridge University students returns to
WNET/Thirteen
Thursday,
March 22.
The Glittering Prizes, Frederic
Raphael 's eloquent chronicle,
tracing the lives of a group of
Cambridge University students,
returns for a long-awaited encore
presentation
on
WNET/THIRTEEN, Thursdays at
10 p.m. beginning March 22. The
six-part series first aired on
THIRTEEN' in January, 1978.
· Produced by the BBC, The
Glittering Prizes was written for
television by Frederic Raphael,
who received a1965 Oscar for his
screenplay for Darling. The New
York Times called The Glittering
Prizes, " H ilariously funny, scat hingly sad ... a superb TV original."
The series is semi-autobiographical, charting the lives of a
group of Cambridge University
students over a period of more
than 20 years - from their entrance into Cambridge 1953
through 1976. The central character, although he does not
appear in each of the 80-minute
episodes, is a Jewish novelist/screenwriter named Adam
Morris, played by Tom Conti.
The Glittering Prizes takes Adam
from his Cambridge student days
through his struggling career as a
writer, his 20-year marriage, and
his search for truth, meaning,
fame and fortune - "from discontented obscurity to discontented affluence, the probable
fate of any clever and articulate
man," said the London D;aily
Mail.
For each of the characters in
the series, the prizes often turn
out to be real, at other times they
are simply glitter. In Episode
One, " An Early Life," Adam
enters Cambridge. The program
focuses on his early relationships with women and the rela-

A marvelous vacation from the
COLD and SNOW• it has been
springlike and even the trees and
bushes are fooled - there are
buds on the branches, forecasting the greening of the campus
and indeed, the world .
WOMAN TALK invites you to
attend a second program
presented by the Women 's
Studies Program - an Interdisciplinary program , Kean College
Faculty, suggested and planned
by Sylvia Strauss for the benefit
of WOMEN who want to know
what courses are available for
study in the history of the
psychology of and the new options for WOMEN . This second
panel discussion and presentation will include: Phillipa Kafka
- Associate Professor, English
department; Bonnie Kind - Assistant Professor, Psychology
department; Esther Kreuger Associate Professor, Health and
Recreation; Eleanor Laudicina Associate Professor, Political
Science; Jane Leonard - Associate Professor, History; Estelle
Ritchie - Assistant Professor,
English; Sylvia Strauss - Associate
Professor, History. Join us on
Wed nesday, M arch 21st. at 12
NOO N in Downs Hall fo r a
sti m ulatin g panel d iscussi o n to
discover t he many opti o ns and
cho ices open to W O MEN.
Make a n ote that th e program
fo r M arch 28th which wi ll take
place at NOON in the Brows in g
Room will feature Joseph Gabriel of the Counseling Center at

t ionship with his dying Catholic
roommate.
Epi~ode Two, "A Love Life,"
takes place in 1955 when many of
the students are planning their
careers, swapping partners and
looking to the future.
Episode Three, "A Past Live,"
explores Adam's first taste of
professional success and his
attempt to discredit on television, one of England's most
yocal supporters of Fascism in
the Thirties.
Episode Four, "A Country
Life," finds Alan Parks (John
Gregg), a rich successful televIsIon interviewer (patterned
loosely on David Frost) and his
wife Barbara (Anna Carteret)
visit ing o ld Cambridge friends.
Dan (Malcolm Stoddart), a
teacher at• a small provincial
school and his w ife, Joyce
(Angela._ Down). But ten years
earlier, Alan and Joyce were
lovers, as were Dan and Barbara.
Episode Five, " An Academic
Life," moves on to 1970 and
centers around the lives of a~
interracial couple - Bill Bourne
(Clive Marrison) and his wife,
Joann (Suzanne Stone) - and
their colleagues at a newlycreated English university.
The sixth ;and final episode, "A
Double Life," takes place in 1976,
when Adam Morris is an acclaimed success. A rich screen-

"The
Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT)
will be administered
in Spanish at Kean
College on April 7,
1979. The test will be
given in Willis 100 at
9:30 a.m.
contact
Maria Tobenas in the
Admissions Office
(5272195)
before
March 31, 1979."

writer/novelist with a successful
marriage, he is faced with a
dilemma - he still feels incomplete.
Although The Glittering Prizes
is best experienced in its entirety, each episode is written to
stand alone as a separate dramatic play.
Since its January 16, 1978
premiere on THIRTEEN, the
series has received much critical
praise:
"Here's a British production
overflowing with fine performances ... Take all of the episodes
of 'Laverne and Shirley,' 'Happy
Days,' and 'Charlie's Angels,' just
to mention three of the toprated series of the day, and in
terms of lastin g si gnificance, they
don 't equa l any ten m inutes o f
The Glittering Prizes." (The New
York Times).
" Six of the finest programs of
the season. " (Newsday).
" One of the most articulate
programs ever presented on
American television." (The Soho
Weekly News).
" A word of warning - this
looks like the kind of series that
will grow on you, one filled with

'l'he Roots Of Jazz
by Mary Anna Polansky
During the Forites, Tommy
Dorsey's vocalists had a string of
record hits; they were allowed to
work individually and collectively on songs. Thus Frank
Sinatra sang alone on the hits
Everything H;appens to me,
Violets for Your Fun, and This
Love of Mine; Jo Stafford sang
alone on the hits For You and
Embraceable You; and the Pied
Pipers and Frank Sinatra sang
together on the hi-ts There Are
Such Things, Just As Though You
Were Here, Street of Dreams,
Oh, Look ;at Me Now, and their
biggest hit I'll Never Smile Agilin.
The intimate vocal style on the

Kean College. Joe will address ·stage. The audience transported
the audience about one of his through time, not hampered by
changing mores, new attitudes. I
many interests, Hynotherapy.
Personal: On Monday after- was there; I was part of it and I
noon, March 5th a bus left TPA forgot that it was only a play - it
for Lincoln Center in New York was so real, so well done.
Estelle Ritchie uses language
City. The purpose of our visit to see. a play, created by Estelle to set the scene, to move time, to
Ritchie of the Kean College ,. reveal each character to the
faculty. If I had known what a aud ience, to tell the story of
language rich in
treat I had in store for me, I adultery thee's, thou 's, he's and gramwould have been much more exmatical structures peculia r to
cited. And as the play unfolded,
my excitement level rose higher that time and place, still spoken
in " regions " today. The exand higher - there should have
perience will live with me and I
been trumpets!
am the richer for what I was
Instead, this involvement, this
priviledged to witness - talent,
excitement was generated by the
dedication and discipline, the
play itself, not by theatrics, nor
glitter, nor dazzle. The setting · tools of creativity! Thank you to
John Bauer for planning the trip
was stark - the players decepand Estelle Ritchie for being
tively simple-looking . True to
talented, dedicated, disciplined
the ti t le, A New England Legend
for excellence and more im- An Adaption of The Scarlett
portant, for being willing to
Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne,
share her creativity with us.
it w;as New England, then, on

~ILGRIM MEDICAL GROUP INC.
Affll1at e of W o m en ·s M edic a l C ent e r at K 1ngs broo k H o sp ita l

A CLINIC FOR FIRST AND MID-TRIMESTER

746 1500

Free Pregnanc y Test .
Exam ination and Counselling
393 Bloomfield Ave .. Montclair, N.J. 07042

In N .J C all FREE

----

Bank Ameri card

Tom Conti is Adam Morris in "The Glittering Prizes."
wit a-nd a special kind o f warm th
Mark Shivas also co-produced
that only comes from watching
The Six Wives of Henry VIII, and
friendships grow and flourish
produced 84 Ch;aring Cross Ro;ad
over the years. So beware - you
and The Encuees, which
might be signing away · your
received an International Emmy
Monday rights." (The New York
Award. All have been aired by
Post).
THIRTEEN .
Like Frederic Raphael, both
co-directors of The Glittering
This THIRTEEN re-broadcast of
Prizes, Waris Hussein and Robert The Glittering Prizes is being
Knights, are former Cambridge underwritten by a grant from
students. The series' producer, The Lemberg Foundation, Inc.

•

{800) 772-2174
Master Charge

N.J . STATE
LICENSED
ABORTION
FA CILITY

v,sa

HOURS: 9-5
MONDAYS

last song came about as a result
of Dorsey's instructing the
singers to relate to an imaginary
audience of one.
The Dorsey band 's popularity
increased so much that by the
summer of 1941, it outranked the
Glenn Miller band and finished
first in Martin Block's " Make
Belive Ballroom" poll. Many
band members, however,
believed that Dorsey wasn't too
keen on this honor, since from
number one, everything else was
downhill!
At its height, the Dorsey out fit
was comprised of eight brass,
five saxes, four rhythms, six
singers, seven violins, two violas,
a cello, and a harp! In the
summer of 1942, Metronome
reported on this huge assembly:
"It's wond~rful , this enlarged
Tommy Dorsey band. It's really
wonderful I It does all sorts of
things, and it does all sorts of
things well, tool It can rock the
joint with the mightiest sort of
blasting jazz, anctthen it can turn
right around and play the
soothingest sort of cradle music
that'll rock any little babe fast
asleep."
Unfortunately, 1942 marked
the end of Dorsey's huge group.
During that year, Frank Sinatra
departed the band and went
solo. Many of Dorsey's top stars
also went into the service; Ziggy
Elman and Buddy Rich were
drafted, and Joe Stafford went
home to her service-bound husband.
Although
the
band
floundered with replacement
singers and musicians, Dorsey
didn't give up. For a few months,
vocalist Dick Haymes sang with
the band. Also on hand were
drummer Gene Krupa and arranger Bill Finegan. By the

summer of 1944, Buddy Rich was
back on drums.
Despite the addition of able
musicians and the reappearance
of people like Rich, the Dorsey
band did not reach its heights it
had formerly enjoyed. Bands
seemed
to
be failing
everywhere, and 1946 proved to
be the year which saw the end of
the best ones. In the single
month of December, eight
bands
announced
their
retirement - Woody Herman,
Benny Goodman, Harry James,
Les Brown, Jack Teagarden,
Benny Carter, Ina Ray Hutton,
and Tommy Dorsey! The big
band era seemed to be officially
over.
Within two years, however,
Dorsey put together a new outfit.
He never stopped trying to get
people's support : " You can't expect to have any real interest in
dance bands if the bands don't
go around the country and play
for the kids." Keeping this attitude in mind, Tommy Dorsey
reunited with his brother Jimmy
and again formed the Dorsey
Brothers Orchestra.
Unfortunately, Dorsey was
depressed over his upcoming
divorce. On the night of
November 26, 1956, he took a
couple of sleeping pills, went to
bed, and never awoke. Apparently he had vomited and
then choked in his sleep.
Days later, Dorsey's sidekicks
reunited for a TV show entitled
" A Tribute to Tomm·y Dorsey."
Bandleader
Paul Whiteman
summed up what was probably
in the hearts of jazz lovers
everywhere: " Looking back at
his music is now - and I'm sure
always will be - one of the really ·
big pleasures in the lives of all of
us."

C.E.C.

Dance~Marathon
Is (:oming

Alistair Logan
by Paul Edelen
Evidence Sub-Committee for the
ON THURSDAY, March 15th, International Tribunal on Britat 3:00 p.m . in J-100, the ain's presence in Ireland.
Townsend Lecture Series and the
During the week of March 11lrish Club will present Alistair 17, Mr. Logan will be giving a
Logan . Mr. Logan, an interna- series of press conferences
tionally known British attorney, throughout the country. His first
will speak about prisoners' rights press conference was held
in Northern Ireland.
March 13th in Washington , D .C.
Due to his defense of Irish pri- While there he met with Jack
soners, Mr. Logan has been Mitchell , top investigative
instrumental in breaking new reporter for Jack Anderson,
ground in the British courts w ith Kevin Peterson , legislative aide
regard to prisoner law. Conse- to Speaker of House " Tip "
quently, he is regarded as one of O ' Neill , Congressmen Joseph
the leading authorities in his Minish and Hamilton Fish , and
fi eld . Beginning i n 1974, Mr. Bob Blancato, legislative aide to
Logan has been involved w ith Congressman Mario Biaggi .
Irish Republican cases. And durIt should be noted that Biaggi
ing this time, he has personally is Chairman of the Ad Hoc Conconducted the defense in the gressional Committee on Irish
Guilford bombing case and the Affairs and that the committee is
Balcombe Street case. Since planning a " peace forum " to be
1978, he has acted for most of the held this spring in Washington,
Irish Republican prisoners in D.C. The forum is an attempt to
Great Britain. At the present bring all the groups involved
time, Mr. Logan has thirty-two together to discuss possible solucases
pending
before the tions to the problem .
European
Commission
of
On March 14, Logan will be
Human Rights in respect to poli- meeting- with the Bren hon Law
tical prisoners in Northern Ire- Society in
Ph i ladelphia .
land, and is working on the Pre- Thursday, he will give a press
vent ion of Terrorism Act and the · conference at the Overseas Press
cases arising out of it. Later this Club in N. Y.
month, in ~ris, he will chair the

"Independents
Look At
Boxing And
Prostitution
films about two of the oldest
professions - boxing and prostitution - can be seen on the
Independent Focus series, Sunday, March 25 at 11 p.m . This 12week series by independent
filmmakers, bega n its second
season on WN ET/ THIRTEEN
January 7. Independent - Pocus
and Non-Fiction Television , a
documentary series, are televisions' only continuing forum s
for such independent works .
Independent F cus provides
broad exposure o f1lms rarely
seen by the general viewing
au di ence .
Good Night M iss Ann portrays
boxing as a melanchol y refl ection o f an Amer ican dream.
Augie Cinquegrana 's 28-minute
color documentary takes a
behind-the-scenes look at the
lives of professional boxers who
tra in at Los Angeles ' Ma in Street
Gym and f ight at the Olymp ic
Auditorium .
The young fighters, their
trainers and managers talk about
their lives and their sport providing an interesting blend o f
cliche and revelation that o ffers a
very human dimension in boxing.
Goodnight Miss Ann won first
prize in both the Marin County
film festival and the San Francisco International Film Festivals'
categori es of "film as communication ."
Ginny Durrin's Hard Wor k is a
29-minute , prize-winning documentary fil med at t he Second
Annual Hookers Convention in
Washington, D .C. The fi lm is a
portrait of Margo St. James, a
woman with a cause, namely, to
de-criminalize the world 's oldest
profession prostitution . St.
James has been called the
" Caesar Chavz of prost itution
and the Lenny Bruce of femi.
,,
rnsm .
The film contrasts the reasoning in support of her cause with
opposing views by religious and
governmental leaders and
creates a vehicle that probes the
moral and social values of prostitution.
Terry Kemper is coordinating
producer for t he series. _An ind ependent prod ucer h imself, Mr.
Kem per is on the Board of
Directors of the New York Film
Council.
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Jo'i·~.:u•~·ro-/th~~~ ~eek·~ ~ f-high
excitement.
Sure . we 'll teach you basic
wilderness s kUls .
But the point is . we'll teach you
h ow to cope with life wherever
you live.
You can learn you have the
power to do al most a nything you
really want to do. Surprising. this
new self-confidence.
All this we call "survival ." And it
m ight j ust las t you a lifeti me .

)~\~:'.~..

Send me full information .

Ou 1wa rd Bo und . Dept. CS.
165 W. .Pu tna m Avt• . .
G rt•t•n wlc h ,CT 06830.
Pho ne 10II frrr 1800) 2 43 -8520.

Na nw

S trt·c·t
St a te

C' ll y

Z ip

No experi e nce necess ary.
O ut wa rd Bo und admits ~t u d e nts of any
sex . ra ce . col or and natio nal o r ethnic
o rlgln . We are a nonprqflt o rganizatio n .
Sc holarships a uallabl e.

Pho -,,
C ht"C'k lht· ro ursrs tha t i nlt'fTSl you .
Canoeln~

_

Dt-scrl t•xpcdltlons_

WhHr water
raflln.l( .

WlldPrness

Sall l n,!
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The Budweiser Spring Break is going
to be the craziest event that's ever
happened off campus (they wouldn't let
us have it on campus).
Here's what's happening:

* Free Fireworks
* Free Rock & Roll
* Free
Beach
Frisbee e Disc

*

* Free Discos
* Free Super Sports
Fun
** Free
Free Freebees

(Nat,ana l C hampionship )

Free Expo Americ a

KING OF BE ERSO, • ANH EUS ER-BUSC H.INC • ST LOUI S
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with Henry P8ul
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is here
MARCH 17th & 18th

>

.

8 :00 p.m. in the
Wilkins l-heatre on March 17th

The Rock-A-Thon is a 24-hour rocking chair
Rock-A-Thon·. This will be to raise funds for the
Leukemia Society . Entertainment will be supplied and food will be served throughout. Sign
up in the Student Organization office,-the table
outside the snack bar, or CC112.
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Did you know that Charlie Daniels may show
up at the Rockathon, Saturday afternoon ? He
just might be there to sign autographs for some
of his fans for a slight donation to the Leukemia Society. So come on down and see if he
shows up. You may be surprised!
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The Charles Daniels Concert Is Sold Out
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The

Lonnie Liston Smith
·& Gil Scott-Heron
7:30 p.m. in the
.
Wilkins Theatre on March '26th--
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Tickets on sale now at the CCB Office
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Rock The Night Away
And Party Hardy All The Way.
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For further information contact:

Mark Cichowski at 289-6200 (day)
or 241-3527 (night)

Sponsored by the Freshman Class

For $4.00 Phone 289-1311
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Social Committee Presents
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All proceeds to' benefit Easter Seals
• Open to everyone
• $2.00 entrance donation per person
($4.00 per t eam)
• Awards for first, second and third places
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9 :00 P.M. ti 11 1 :00 A.M.
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In The Pub
.
• March 20th at 1 :40
(first eliminations)
• March 21st at 7:00 p.m.
(eliminations continue)
• March 27th at 1 :40
(finals)
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All Interested "Foozers" Sign Up In The Pub
For more info . contact Guy Rossi in St ud ent
O rg. o r call 289-6200 or 857-2276
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March 20, 1-979
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c .o llege Center -Snack -Bar
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Eotertainmerit:
D.J. and Rock Band
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Admission:
$1 :00 and Kean I.D.
FREE BEER
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PLANET OF DRONE

by Derek Den t
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by Alan Sears
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The Department c,f Intramural Recreatic,n
Spc,rts Is Spc,nsc,ring:

1'he Kean C'ol/ege
S KI CL UB
There will be ski trips to Hunter Mtn. on March 18, 15
(S undays)
Lift Tickets Price: $ I 0.50
T ransportation : Provided by Kean College
Ski Rentals: $9.50 (at Hunter Mtn.)
Departure T ime: 6:00 a .m.
Place : D'Angola Gym Parking Lot
Return Ti me: 7:30 p.m.
Sign Up: Mon.-Fri. at 12:30 in the Student Center, in
proceeding week of trip . A $5.00 deposit is due. (I.D. is required)
S ki Club Advisc,r, Dan Goldstein

Marc h 15, 1'J7'J

ELECTION DATES 1979
Mon ., Mar. 19, 1979

Appli cations tor !:ltud ent Counc il ava ilable in !:ltud ent Org. Olt1 ces in
the College Cent e r Bldg . tr.om Y:00-4 :J0 p .m .

Thurs., Mar. 'l'l., 1979

f i nal E:lection tor Cl ass Otti ce rs. Po ll s o pe n at Y:00 a. m . an d close at
5:00 p .m .

Fri., Mar. :.!J, 1979

App licat io ns to r !:ltu den t Cou n ci l close at 4 :00 p .m . MANDATORY
m ee t in g ol all ca n dida tes at 4 :J0 p .m. in Stu de nt Org. Oll1 ces . Ball o t
p osi t io n s w ill be ass igned .

lhurs., Mar. 19, 1979

Primary t lection tor !:ltudent Coun cil. Polls open at Y:00 a.m . an d
close at 5 :00 p .m .

Thurs., Apr. 5, 1979

Fin al 1::l ec ti o n to r !:,t u den t Coun cil. Po ll s ope n at 9:00 a.m . and close at
5 :00 p .m .

iSGOINGON...

Thursday, Marc h 15, 1979

" Great King s ol Atri ca"
Lecture: Dr. Eckmann
Di scu ss ion ot Lil e ol Mena cham l:!egi n
Survival Seminar- Stret chin g Your M o n ey
Town send Lectur e: Joa n Holt zm an " ~ooal
Ju sti ce and th e Co n ce pt ot Co mmunit y
Iri sh Club Lectur e : Ali st ar Loga n
Exodus Gospe l Ch oi r
Alph a Th et a C hi
House o i Blu e Leaves (Mar. 15- 18, ti ck ets i J)
Co-C urr icul ar Prog ram Boa rd & l:: vening ~tud ent
Co un cil prese nts: " l:gypt , as an Afri ca n
Co untry , Before and Alt er Kin g I ut '
Stud ent A ct ivi t ies present s: I urn er &
Kirwin of W e xlord
Ho tt es t Band Aroun d

9 :00- 5 :00 p.m .
12 :00 p .m .

THINK SNOW

12 :15 & 7 :40 p .m .
1 :40 p .m .
3 :00- 5 :00 p .m .
7: 00-11 :00 p .m .
7 :40-10 :10 p .m .
8 :00 p .m .
8 :00 p .m .

WOW!
The l:ouncil tor l:xceptional
Children
Student
And lhe l:vening
l:ouncil
Present :

DO

Littl e I h ea t re
Alu m ni Lge
1:!rowsin g Km

J IOU
PA141
J 14J
Vl:I IY

J IOU

Littl e I h ea t re

1-riday, March lb, 1979
Co -C urri cular Prog ram Bo ard p rese nt s:
Jun e Hamblin Mit ch ell " Lit e Wi t h 1- ath er
Stud ent Coun cil M eeting
D elta Sigma Th et a Va ri et y Prog ram
H o use ol Blu e Leaves
'
Delta Sigm a Th et a D an ce

12:30 p .m .
6 :00 p .m .
7: 00-9 :00 p .m .
8 :00 p .m .
9 :00-2 :00 a.m .

Li ttle I heat re
Mt g Km A
Littl e I hea t re
Vl::1 IY
Grill Km

~aturday, March 17, 1979
8:00-4 :00 p .m .
11 :30-5 :00 p .m .

A Be·n etit 8asketb all L am e
betwee n WA8c-·I V News All
Stars and the Kean Coll ege
Faculty. What A Gam e ... ~ri day, March 16th, 8:0U P.M. ,
D ' Angola Gym. ·11 c kets - ~,I. L~
available at Special l:d. LJepart C.l:.C.
Ott1 ce, an d
ment,
Student Organ1zat1on , also at
the door.

OH NO!
YOU
HAVE
t-:EET?

8 :00 p .m.

Lo ll ege Gall e ry

CLEP
Poetry Contest

1 :00 p .m .
8 :00 p .m .
9:00-1 :00 a.m.

~nday, March 18, 1979
tnds 1 :00 p .m .
3 :00-6 :00 p .m .
6 :00 p .m.
7:30 p .m .
8:00 p.m .
8:00 p .m .

Rock A Thon
H ouse ot Hlue Leaves
Omega Psi Phi
Rock A T h o n

Lo\ . Ltl'. La, e.

Swing Ph i Swing
Mass
CCB Film : " The Grateful Dead Movie'
& " Wave Length .. 25¢ adm1ss1on
Groove Phi Groove Meeting
House oi Blue Leaves $3 ticket s

Alumni Lge
l:!rowsing Km
Wilkin s I heat re
13rowsing l<m
Vl::llY

Latin Fraternity
S/ A Jazz Series prese nts : Jazz Audition

J IOI
Little I heatre

Monday, March 19, 1979
3 :00-5:00 p .m.
8 :00 p .m .

Tuesday, March 10, 1979
Mass
Alumni Lge
" The New Conservatory I heat re " presented by the
Co-Cu rricular Program Board
Little I heat re
Two 13th & 14th Cent u ry f-arces
A l um ni Lge
H um an Sexuality Works h op
UK Il l
Kea n In structional ·rearn
)IOI
IVCF
H122
School oi Educatio n C urri culum Comm .
JIJI
EEO
)102
In te rna t io nal Stude n ts Asso c.
)IOU
H istorica l Society
W207
IFSC
W2UU
Lati n So rority
JIJ7
Coun cil for Exceptional Children
JH5
E~O
Vl:1 14
Speech , Th eat re , Media
)132
Ou ti n g Cl ub
1210
Yoga Clu b
JH4
A ssoc. for Computer M ach inery
)lUJ
Pre-Law Club - Alumni Speakers
W211
EAS
Mtg Km A
Nu Theta Chi
Alumni Lge
O m ega Sig m a Psi
Vt211
Nu Theta Chi
W2U21:J
Omega Sigma Psi
)1 42
Delta Sigma Pi
WJUU
Lam bda Chi Rho
W 317
N u Sig m a Tau
Vl: 11 4
Rho Theta Tau
JJJ5 .
Sigma Beta C hi
J'l4J
Sigma Kappa Phi
111 &
N u Sigm a Phi
1200
Zeta Delt a Pi
H'IUY
Nu De lta Pi
81 23
Sigma Thet a C hi
W 213
Sigma Beta Ta u
UK II
Sig ma Kappa Ph i
Loi. U r. L ate.
All Co ll e geParty

12 :10 p .m.
1 :30 p .m .

HAPPY

It so, sign up tor the Annual
D ance Marathon. Sign up now
through April tor the 1Y7Y
Dance Marathon. Sign up table
is in tront ot the Student Center
Cateteria most atternoons. P1 ck
up important 1ntormat1on and
sponsor sheets!!! " Oance tt,e
pants ott ot everybody on the
block! 'j - Johnny 's Oance Hand

UKI
Alumni Lge
Mt g Km s A&I:!
LL Lat e
Vl:I IY
Lnll Km

6 :00- 8 :00 p .m.
7 :00-1 0 :00 p .m.
7 :40 p .m .

"

8 :00-1 0 :00 p .m .
9 :00 p .m .

Wednesday, March
10 :00-12 :00 p .m.
12:00 p.m.
1 :30 p.m.
3 & 8 p.m.

:.n , 1979

Sen io r Danci n g Modern & 1-olk
Woman Ta lk Woman St udi es Pro gram
Kean Instr u cti onal ·1earn
S/ A Film : " fantasti c Planet ' '

UK 111
Alumni Lge

w21 , ·

Little I he atre

-

March 15, 1979
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ent • Entertainment • Entertainment• Entertainmen

C.C.B.
Sunday Night Film

Student Activities
Monday Night
Jazz Presents

ANY PLANS FOi{
S PUl N L H«EA K'!
·1he O ut ing Club 1s going to

I ennessee for a week to do
some backpacking. II you're
interes ted in the outdoors and
wo uld ltkc to come on some ot
our tri ps, come to the Outing
Cl u b meetings every ·1ues . during the college hou r in J- I 32.

J'he "~"econd
Jazz A udition"
8:30 P. M.
Free Adm ission

Ma rch 19, 1979
Little T heatre

7:JO p.rn.
March 18, 1979

Wilkins Theatre
25¢ Admission

Student Activities
Wednesday Movie
of the Week
"}1,antastic Planet"
Marc h 2 1, 1979
Little .·1heatre

3&-8 P. M.
Free Adm issio n

Student Activities
Presents
1

l urner & K irwan
oj· Wexford

David

8:30 P. M.
Free Admi ssio n

117117.

8,errrtah

Sun. March 18
Wi I Kins Thec1.tr:,t,

FREE . ~,"

CONC ~~

WAN 'l l O
Motivated individual int erested in
go lden earning o ppo rtunit y of o wn
part-time
business-comm issio ns,
bonuses, ove rrides. bo nus ca r, no
lay-o ffs. no tim e cloc ks. At the same
time help environment and well-bemg of o thers. Call for an appointment . We train you to be successful
- S h11llee Corp .• list on N. Y. Stock
l xch11nge. C heck it out. 241 -'.IJIIIJ
o r 743-'.IJ.l I.

-.

. .
...,
1-U-M Si\ U .
IYM 1-ord (;111axie 51111. new tires.
I- M r11dio , good. solid, dependable
trans po rl11tion . SIIJ(I firm . Call 467IIJSII aft er ' 1, p.m
,

I

UN WA NTE D HAIR
PERMA NENTt.JY R EMO VE D
AIDA LI T W AC K
certified electrologist
26'.I Gregory Ave.
W. Orange , 736-574'.I
by appt .

VIDEO-TAPE
SHOWCASE

Notice

March 26-27 , 28, 30
In Sloan Lounge From 12-3
Featuring:
History of the Beatles
Great Heavyweight Fights
The Comedy of Robert Klein
and
Eric Clapton and Cream
Sponsored by Student Activities

An y jazz mus1c1ans interested in competin2 in the
Student Activities second
jazz audition on March 19
should contact Mark Prowe
in CCI 12 or call 527-2617
for information .

en ings • College Happenings• <;:ollege
P RU J'ECJJNG
YOUR MUNEY

~. tretching

Speaker:

Dr. Babu G hanta

HOW TO MAKE
YO UR MO N EY
WORK FOR YO lJ
12: 15
Alumn i Lge
T hursday. Ma rch 2-2

Your Money

A Sur-viva/ Ser.ninar

A Survival
Seminar

of' the Economics.' Geo!(raph_v and Mana!(ement
Science Dept.

March 15, 1979
Little ·1·heatre

CJassif ieds
CA RPOOLI NG
Monda y and Thursday classes, '.l:IJIJ
a. m. to I :Sil p.m. fro m Ha yonne. If
mterested in carpoo lin g call JJ'.1-

\\Mp
Released by Monarch/Noteworthy
Produced by Eddie Washington
Direct.i by Jerry Garcia and Leon Gast
Animation by Gary Gutierrez

Club
Happ~nings

S peaker:
Ricki Stochaj
President of the Consumers' League
of New Jersey
HOW TO GET THE MOST FROM YOUR
DOLLARS
12: 15 p .m .

T h urs .. March 15

A lumni Lounge

March 15, l'J7'J
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John Primavera Interview
by George Edmondson
Now that
the 1978-1979
hockey season is history, it is time
to look back on a personality that
has been, in a sense, the heart
and soul of the Kean Hockey
Program . Those
that
have
followed the Squires since their
inception know him as Prim . His
opponents remember him as #l.
His name is John Primavera.
In the past four years the
hockey program at Kean has progressed from a beer-drinking
club squad with a wild reputation to one headed in the direction of a Division Ill National
Title. John has also progressed in
this positive direction . In the
early stages of his career, Prim
was stuck with the label that so
many aggressive players carry .. Goon. " As the years passed,
John learned how to quiet his
critics, by putting the puck in the
net. In the following interview,
Prim gives us a little insight into
Kean Hockey and his college life.
GE: John, how did you get
interested in hockeyl
PRIM: I had always been a fan
of the game. I played street
hockey in high school and I
began skating on a pond by my
home at 17. Through street
hockey, I met Tom O ' Donnell.
He told me about the hockey
club at Kean and asked me if I
would be interested. The rest is
history.
GE: Street hockeyl That
sounds interesting!
PRIM: I am the all-time leading scorer for the Hilside Golden
Knights . We , play in tournaments throughout the Northeast. Our next is in Ohio in the
spring.
GE: John, tell us a little about
the first season.
PRIM: It was costly. We were
just a club so we had to purchase
our own equipment, ice time,
etc. Very expensive I Our record
wasn 't good but we learned and
we had a great time. We even
bought our own jerseys. I still
remember the C.C.M. game
where our
jerseys
arrived
between the second and third
period .
GE: That must have provided a
great emotional life. Did you
winl
PRIM: No, but we kept them
under 20.
GE: In your long career, you
must have been involved in
some great games. Did you have
any personal favoritesl
PRIM : You bet I did! Last
season a 6-2 victory clinched a
playoff spot for us against Stonybrook . A few games later we won
the Eastern Division Title of Met
League. A 4-2 game against a
tough Manhattan squad. The
champagne flowed that night.
This years game against Ramapo,
a Division 11 power was also
great. Though we lost, we felt
that we gained a measure of re-

spectability. After all we were a
20 goal underlog.
GE: Tell a little about last years
playoff win against F.D.U.
PRIM: That was probably our
best all around team game, ever!
They had beaten us earlier in the
year after we had a four goal
lead. We jumped out to a 2-0
lead and then a Garber goal cut it
to 2-1. They expected us to fold
but Coach O ' Donnell pulled us
together. We won 5-2 .
GE: How about your impressions of Coach O'Donneln
PRIM : Well , he' s the reason
that I played college hockey.
Because of his dedication and
determination, all of us have had
an opportunity to better ourselves. His best asset is his relationships with the players . He
makes you want to pla y better
and harder. We have had our disagreements, as all players have
with their coaches, but we
worked them out. I'm grateful to
him .
GE: At times people, your
coach included, have said that
you play the game a little too
wildly. In fact your 139 penalty
minutes led the league this
season and you are known
around the league as a "bad
man." What do you have to say
for yourselH
PRIM: I believe that if you
don ' t play the game the best way
that you know how, that you are
cheating yourself and your teammates. Aggressive is the only way
that I know how to play .

we should have gone all th e way.
A lack of cohesiveness and intensity early put us in a hole that
we never really broke out of. Injuries also hurt as we lost several
players during the season . I feel
that total dedication is a ~ecessary part of a great team. We just
didn ' t have that dedication this
year.
GE: The support of the school
towards the team has been a
question mark over the years.
Give us ~our feelings on this subject.
PRIM : Though small in
number our fans are great. Each
season we seem to pick up a few
more and I'm sure that their
numbers will increase in the
future. This year we have
become a varsity sport, funded
by the school. This eases the
financial burden on Coach
O ' Donnell and the players. The
one thing that bothers me still is
the lack of support and cooperation from the Administration. It 's like pullin ' teeth.
GE: Does John Primavera have
ar.y recommendations for those
that are to follow in his
footstepsl
PRIM: I believe that It Is important to develop a basic goal
for your college days. Something to strive for I Above all, have
fun, these are the best years of
your life.
GE: John, you were the most
penalized player in the Metropolitan Collegiate Hocke y
League this past season. Have

Recreation Round Up
Intramural Sports
After two weeks of Intramural
Basketball , the standings as of
March 9th are : MEN 'S EA STERN
DIVISION - Knights 5-0; Sigma
Beta Ta u 4-1 ; Nosotros 4-1 ;
Krones 3-1 , T.W.M . 3-1 , Phantom
Beer Drinkers 2-2, Nu Sigma Phi
2-2, Electrical Outlets 1-4, Nu
Delta Pi 1-4. WOMEN 'S EASTERN
DIVISION - Chic. 4-0, Alpha
Theta Phi 3-0, Sigma Beta Chi 2-2,
Nu Theta Chi 2-3. MEN 'S
WESTERN DIVISION - Owls 4-0,
Sigma Theta Chi 4-0, Cousins in
Harmony 3-1, Ital ian Stallions 21, T.F.'s 2-2, Bombers 2-2, Jazz 12, Renegades 1-2, Brick 1-3, Puck
You 0-3 , Running Rebs 0-4.
Game Highlights ...
On Tuesday night , Chuck
Jones Cousins in Harmony, led
his team in scori ng with 29 points
in their victory over the
Renegades 56-48. The T.F.'s Kyle
Curran scored an impressive 30
points in a game against the Running Rebs which ended in a 46-30
victory for the T.F.'s. The highlight of the evening took place
during the women 's game.
Tappa Kegga Beer's Camille Kuta
scored 28 points and Linda
Crouthamel scored a whopping
36 points against Lambda Chi

Cregge's Quiz Corner
by Jim Cregge
1. Who hit the longest homerun ever measured?
2. Identify the " flying
Hawaiian."
3. How many hotneruns did
Hank Aaron hit in the National
League?
4. Who is the fastest pitcher in
the world, and how fast can he
throw a ball?
5. Who holds the record for
the most assists in a career in the
N.B.A., and what is his record?
6. Which N.B.A. team set the
record for the most points
scored in a season, and in what
year did they accomplish this?
7. Horse racing is the number
one spectator sport in attendan ce in the U.S.A. , due to parimutual betting. What sport that
doesn 't allow betting leads in

GE: Perhaps you can give the
fans an insight into some of
Kean 's more memorable players,
Johnt
PRIM : Well George, you were
a bum but you were funny. I
guess you want to hear about Joe
Melvin. Joe was our inspiration
in the early years . He keeps us
going even today . One of the
best hockey fighters that I ever
saw, besides myself. Bob Boylan
was one ot the greats. My
tondest memories are of my linemates last year, Mike Griffin and
Tom Mullin. We had a great year.
They called us the G.A .S. Line Goal-A-Shift. Moose Scala, Bob
Brummer, '"Cones " Masquara,
they were all great in their own
way.
GE: Coach O'Donnell feels
that this years seniors were a
great influence on this years crop
of freshmen. What do you thinkl
PRIM : Thisistruetoagreatextent. Some players more than
others. I think Chad Reiber came
into his own at midseason when
he joined our line . And then
there is Bob Mccardle. I guess I
taught "Tito" everything he
knows. There is a good possibility that he will be in the Century
Club by the time he is finished
here at Kean.
GE: Prim, how about your impressions of this seasonl
PRIM : Personally, I think that I
played well. I had 18 goals, my
career hi.gh and I think that my
defensive game improved
greatly . As for the team , I felt that

Upclose

total attendance, across the
nation?
8. Identi fy the rich man 's sport
that was started in 17th cent ury
England by King Charles II.
9. Identify the fastest hockey
player, and his top speed.
10. On June 18, 1976, it was
recorded that Steven Ward
recorded a score of 222 while trying to complete one round of an
18 hole golf course. His age was
claimed as being the reason why
he had such a high score . How
old was Steven Ward at the time?
ANSWERS
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Rho. Linda scored more points
than any other player male or
female, last week .
On Wednesday night, the
undefeated Knights (5-0) beat
the Electrical Outlets (1-4) by a
mere 7 points in a surprise game
ending in 40-33 . Roger Graves
led the scoring for the Knights
with 16 points.
Thursday night the Owls
defended
their
undefeated
record against Puck You and
won 61-26, with Bob Rath leading the Owls in scoring. The
match between Cousins in Harmony and the T.F .'s was a very
close one indeed . Cousin 's won
48-47 with Tyrone Crooke shooting 20. Marc Remoli of the T.F .'s
was close behind shooti ng 19.
Linda Crouthamel once again
led her team , Tappa Kegga Beer
in scoring against Delta Sigma
Phi. TKB beat Delta Sigma Phi 2310.
The Knights who are currently
5-0 will be representi ng Kean
College on March 19 at "The First
Annual Budweiser New Jersey
Collegiate Intramural Basketball tournament at Trenton State
College.
The
championship
game of this tournament will be
played before the Nets vs.
Nuggets game at Piscataway on
Tuesday, April•3 at 6 p .m .
CHAMPIONS ...
In last week 's Table Ten nis
Tournament, the winners were:
Lauren Green in the women 's
dingles d ivision and Barry Dattel
in the men 's singles division.
COMING UP ...
Wrestling entry deadling is
March 16. The organizational
meeting is March 23 College
Hour in D-125 D 'Angola Gym.
DISCO DANCE CONTEST ...
The Department of IntramuralRecreational Sports will be having a disco dance contest on April 5 in the Kean College Pub. ENTRY DEADLINE IS MARCH 27.
LA TE ENTRIES WILL NOT BE
ACCEPTED. For more information drop by the intramural office.
CLUB SPORTS ...
Monday
Karate Club 5:00-6 :30 p.m .,
CSW-109 ,
Advisor :
Chris

you received any other awards in
your careerl
PRIM : Well , let ' s just say that
my trophy case is full and leave it
at that.
GE: What about next yead
PRIM: I hope to be back in
some capacity with the team. The
details are being worked out at
this time. I am graduating this
year with a Management Science
Degree and I hope to work in the
advertising field.
GE: Are your hockey playing
days overl
PRIM: Not by a long shot. I' ll
be playing in the ECPC Spring
League and I wi ll also play in a
summer league at the Shore. As
for the future, let 's wait and see.
His playing career at Kean is
over. Final statistics, 42 goals, 49
assists for 91 career points and
311 career penalty minutes. But
John Primavera 's contributions
to Kean College and their
hockey program cannot be
measured by statistics. His drive
and determination are qualities
that will be needed by future
players and students alike.
Perhaps this years captain , Mike
Griffin, says it best. "Prim, you 're
a stud. " He will be missed.
ICE CHIRPS: There are reports that one of Canada 's top
high school players will be
attending Kean next year . Scott
Baker from L' Amoreau H.S. in
Agincourt, Ont. will visit Kean in
the spring ... Chad Reiber, "The
Roadrunner " has been named
Kean Rookie of the Year by a poll
of sportswriters and broadcasters ... Hunt Patterson Ill has
recovered from his broken wrist
and will be participating in Spring League action ... Look for
Squire Icemen Lou Nyitray and
Mike Griffin of the Lax Field this
year. Rumors continue as Coach
T.W. O ' Donnell is now said to
have the inside track on head
hockey job at a top notch
Division I school ... The Squires
have added Penn !'>tate , Villa-

Caggiano.
Tuesday
Dance Club 1 :40-4 :20 p .m ., D107, Advisor : Bill Chaison
Gymnastics Club 1 :40-2:55
p.m.,csw-118, Advisor: Mary Kay
/vlenell
Yoga Club 1 :40-2:55 p .m ., T210, Advisor: Mike McHugh
Scuba Club 1 :40-2 :55 p.m .,
Cam pu s Pool, Advisor: Alex
Bittman
Wednesday
Karate Club 4 :30-6L00 p.m ., D107
Yoga Club 8:00-10 :00 p.m ., D107
Thursday
Gymnasium Club 1 :40-2 :55
p .m., CSW-118
. Dance Club 1 :40-4:20 p .m. , D107
All Clubs Are Co-Ed
Club Sports ...
Ski Club - Don 't forget,
providing the weather holds out,
there wil l be weekend ski excursions to Hunter Mtn. throughout March . Sign up at the college
center during the week - Kean ID
needed. A small deposit is necessary to reserve your seat si nee last
minute
cancellations
create
vacancies that could have been
filled by willing ski enthusiasts.
Bus departs from gym parking lot
at 6:00 a.m . and returns approximately 7:30 p .m .

nova and West Chester State to
the 79-80 schedule. Army and
Navy are also possibilities.

PROBLEMS?

FREE
LEGAL
SERVICES
Cou nseling By A
Practicing Attorney
Every Thursday from
1 P.M . to 5 P.M.
Student
Organization
Offices
College Center
Building
Kean College of
New Jersey

Sports Workshops At Kean
In response to increased public interest in volleyball, swimming,
gymnastics and wrestling, the physical education majors' club at Kean
College is offering workshops for young adults between the ages of
twelve and fifteen on March 17 and 24.
Workshops in volleyball and wrestling will be conducted on March
17, gymnastics and swimming on March 24. Both workshops _will be
held in Kean ' s D'Angola Gymnasium from 12 :00 to 4:30 p.m . An admissio n fee of $3.00 allows participation in all four workshops. Further information is available by calling the Kean College physical
education department at 527-2102.
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Minority Gains
by James Ellis
On March 8, three minority
students were elected to the Executive Board of the Student Organization . Dory Rodriguez was
elected to the position of Secretary, Hilda Beasley elected Assistant Secretary and Russell Stokes
to USSA Coordinator.
Dory, a junior majoring in
Management Sciences, received
242 votes . Dory has been a
member of the Student Council
for two years, she was the vice
president of " Proud," she has
been a member of the Omega Psi
Phi 's " Que Essence Court," for
two years and is currently the
Treasurer of the Third World
Movement.
Hilda Beasley, an elected
write-in-candidate, received 24
votes. She actually had many
more votes but many voters put
her name in the wrong space,
therefore a great percentage of
her votes were not counted.
Hilda, a sophomore from Battin
High School in Elizabeth , majoring in Political Science. She
has been on the Student Council
for one year and is an active
member of the Third World
Movement. Hilda sings in Exodus, which is the gospel choir of
the TWM, she is the Chairperson tor the Cultural Programming Committee and also a
member of the "Que Essence
Court."
When asked what she will do
to
represent . the
minority
student at Kean, Hilda replied,
"As a memher of the Executive

Board I will have a voice in all issues
concerning
minority
students and I will make sure that
the
minority
stude.nts
are
heard ."
It has been a trend in many
funded groups that · when its
members a·re elected to Executive
Board
positions, they
become inactive and less
concerned about their former
group . " I have become very involved in the TWM and I' m not
the type of person to start something and not see it through . This
is one of the major problems.
People start out small and as
soon as they move up, they tend
to forget where they came from
and they also tend to forget who
put them there," states Miss
Beasley.
Russel I Stokes, a twenty-two
year old junior from Mt. Holly
was elected to the position of the
United States Student Association
Coordinator . Russell
presently holds a seat on council
representing the junior class. He
also has been a news writer and a
feature columnist for the Indy.
Another role performed by
Russell is that of Business
Manager for the progressing
WKCU.
Stokes has reviewed the
constitution of the USSA and will
see that a major revision is to take
place. Being the most vocal exefficio member of the Executive
Board is his plan. He believes that
the key responsibility of his job is
to represent students and not
just "vested interest. "

~outh Atrican <...:onterence
Theme:
Black America - South Africa
Same Fight - Same Struggle

bents:
March/ Rall y • Speakers • lun ch
Workshops• Films• Dinner
l:ntertainment
l he conterence is on Tuesday, April 3 beginning at 10:00 a.m.
at Princeton University. l ransportation is donated by the I h1rd
World Movement. for turther intormat ion come to the I hird
World Movement Otti ce located in th e Co llege Center, Room
142.

African In Antiquity:

Franklin
Ajaye

A Modern
Afro-American Reappraisal

by Kinni
Franklin Ajaye stuns the
audience with his performance
in the Wilkins Theatre, featuring
his spoofs on such great personalities as Barry White, James
Brown and Maceo Parker.

***
On Thursday, March 6, 1979,
franklin Ajaye performed to a
very anxious crowd in the Theatre of Performing Arts . Franklin
Ajaye, co-star of the 1976 hit
movie " Car Wash ," and composer of the album titled " Don' t
Smoke Dope, Fry Your Hair," put,_
smiles on the faces of many who
attended. franklin Ajaye captivated the audience with his sk it
of "The Un human. " A one man
play telling the story of the ugliest guy at a party trying to get a
dance with the prettiest girl at
the dance. The audience practically cried when Mr. Ajaye did
his rendition of Barry White, call-

(Continued on page 4)
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by Jan Jackson
On Thursday and Friday,
March 15 and 16, 1979, in the
Kean College Gallery (VaughnEames) , The Co-Curricular
Program Board will present Anheuser-Busch lnc. 's " Great Kings
of Africa " Exhibition as a part of
the Fine Arts Department Show
entitled " Art Politic I. " Admission to the gallery is free and all
are welcome to attend.
On Thursday evening, March
15, 1979 at 8:00 p .m . in )-100, The
Evening Student Council and
The
Co-Curricular
Program
Board will present the esteemed
Black Historian from Hunter
College, Professor John Henrik
Clarke . Professor Clarke will explore' the theme: " Egypt, As An
African Country, Before and
After King Tut," admission to the
lecture is free and all are urged to
experience this astute and profound discussion of the historically abused continent as it is
Photo by Willie Washington . understood from the perspec-

tive of the African-American.
For almost two years I had
been planning and working
toward the three group trips that
the
Co-Curricular
Program
Board was fortunate enough to
take to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art 's dazzling exhibition, " The Treasures of
Tutankhamun. " Concurrently, I
was conceptualizing, researching and writing a Master' s thesis
entitled " The Origins, Perspectives and Portrayals of Black
Women in the Early American
Drama. " As I examined the
Renaissance Englishmen ' s attitude
toward
the
Egyptian
Queen, Cleopatra and I discussed the impact that this Black
woman had on the Western
world politics of her ti me, as well
as the perceptions of her that we
have inherited from English
language literature, I came to
realize something that was, at
first, puzzling and then annoy-

/Continued on page 4)
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Dismissal Policy
b y Renee Bland

Editorial
Last issue I spoke on "responsibility" and how we as Hlack
students must be responsible to each other. elected otticials,
that is, those officers who were put into office by our votes, now
have a responsibility to the student body, especially to those
students who put them into office. We, as students, must "keep
on their backs" and make sure that all of their decisions meet
our needs and interests. Now that we have three minority
students who will be part of the Executive Board ot Student Organization our needs and interests should be tocused upon
more directly.
Although it is beneficial that we have representation on the
Executive Board it is more vital for Black students to tocus upon
the highest voting body, which is the Class Representatives.
There are twelve representatives from each class sitting on Student Council. They are elected officials who are supposed to
represent the needs and interest of the entire student body,
although some may say that council members only represent
the needs and interest of a particular funded group. And in
some cases this may be true.
What we need are minority student class representatives who
will be voices representing our needs. Who can best represent
our needs other than ourselves? That brings to mind a situation, whereas a white person may say that, he understands what
we' re going through and that he sympathizes with you. l his is
tine but, what is he doing to assist in solving the problem ...

nothing.
It is our responsibility to each other as brothers and sisters to
become politically aware of the policies, both academic and
activity wise, wit!,i_n Kean College. And in order to attain fair
policies the Black students must take politics into his own hand.
The student must begin to gain access to the governing body,
which is the Student Council.
Applications for Student Council will be available beginning
Monday, March 19,_in the Student Organization Ottrce located
in the College Center from 9:00-4:30 p.m.

Policy of Expressions
1. Expressions is dedicated to becoming a focal
point of communications for Third World and other
Minority students.

2. Our purpose is to educate and jnform all
students on issues having an effect on the minority
commun.ity.
3. , Expressions wants to show the positive
achievements of Blacks, Hispanics and other
minorities, who are often neglected by other
media.
4. We. are striving to serve the Third World community and to become the medium through which
their hopes, aspirations, achievements and criticism
can be voiced to all who will listen.
5. We are dedicated to truth and justice for all.
6. Only through communication with each other
can we gain a proper understanding of our needs
and develop our communities accordingly.
7. To bring together our thoughts and ideas and
share them with all our sisters and brothers.

Students who earn a grade-point average below a 2.0are placed on
probation . l he school does not noti fy th e students b y sending out
letters letting them know they are on probation . All st ud ents earning
less than 1.6 for the first 30 semeste r hours or less attempted, or less
than 1.8wheri more than 30 hours have been attempted are subject to
dismissal and are notified accordingl y. If a stu dent is placed on probation tor the third time they are dismissed from the college. Students
who have been dismissed from the College may apply for readmis sion the semester that begins no sooner than one semester from the
date ot dismissal.
Readmission will be determined by the original conditions of dismissal and it.is understood that there may be instances wherein no reconsideration is warranted. Students should file an application from
the Admissions Office which must be accompanied by a $10.00 application fee. Applicants must file early -to avoid any scheduling
problems and possible postponement of readmission will be subject
to current College curriculum requirements . Students should be
aware that this information can be attained by reading the Undergraduate Catalog or by looking -on the back of the Report Card.

Police Escort Service
by Deirdre Lawson
Ladies, are ' you afraid to walk
from your night job to the
dormitories? Are you in constant
fear while walking to the parking
lot from your night class? Well ,
this could be the answer to all of
your anxieties. Did you know
that there is a police escort service that will assist you to your
car or to wherever you want to
go around the dormitory area ;
well there is , so read on and discover its primary function.
The purpose for this service is
to accompany students who feel
that they are in danger or who
are in a situation in which they
may need help. For example,
some girls who live on campus
might have a night job around
the college area and are afraid to
walk to the dormitories alo ne,
therefore they could call for
police to accompany them.
The escort service provides
health and services and protec-

tion for senior citizens. It is in
service twenty-four hours a day
and is located in the police headquarters located on the campus
grounds. The telephone number
is 527-2233 . Anyone who is in
need around the dormitory area
is welcome to call for service. It
usually takes no longer than
three minutes for a police to accompany you when you may
need their service . There are five
emergency service phones for
this service and they are located
outside
the
Vaughn-Eames
building, Whitman Hall, Downs
Hall, Willis Hall, and in the back
of the D ' Angola Gym . All phones
are direct lines. The Escort Service consists of five men ; one
sergeant and four patrols.
So now that l have informed
you, I hope that you will take full
advantage of this protective service. After all, why live in fear
when Escort Service is here,
ready and willing to serve you!

Courses Exploring ·1he
Black Nationality
by Delores Baker
As the growth of established courses offered at Kean College increases, the number of courses in black studies should increase. Getting to know more about the black nationality is of vital importance to
both you and me.
There are many courses offered at Kean , but few focus on Black
Studies. Everyone (not only blacks) should have a better understanding of the black sciences and liberal arts. We must also become aware
of the scientific advancement and benefits that many blacks of the
world have achieved .
How do we begin to explore more about the black nationality?
One way is by having more courses offered at Kean that enable us to
acquire -knowledge about the black nationality. Next we must realize that there is no better time to get started than now! The sooner we
get started, the sooner we can begin to take affirmative action. Make
your contributions towards the many responsibilities of being an active student on campus . Voice your opinion!

·

OR

Please pick up and complete a survey concerning Black Studies,
and return it to the Third World Movement office, Student Center,
CC-142.
Thank you for your concern.
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Talent On Campus Everyday's Paradise
by Yvonne M. Wilson
Talent on the campus of Kean
College is one of great p rominence and many of the students
who
attend
Kean
College
possess some form of talent. Be it
dancing, modeling, writing, an
outsta nding performance in a
particular sport, speaking and
communicating with oth ers,
playing a musical instrument or
singing, we the students of Kean
College in some way, shape or
form are unique.
Such is the case with a popular
singing group known to many of
us that ma'ke up this existing

force. This singing group is none
other than Everyday's Paradise
and though still premature as a
grou p unit, their performances
have astonished and delighted a
lot of us.
Formed in the summ er of '77,
this versatile group of talented
male vocalists have all at one
point in their lives experienced
performing for an audience. Performing in high school talent
shows, participating in gospel
choirs and the like, each has had
a primary foundation for singing performances.
The
five
singers :
Kelvin
Walker, 1st Tenor and 2nd Tenor

Bakerville Profiled

Who's Who On Campus
by Renee Young
In this Who' s Who article, we
are presenting Ms. Teresa Bakerville, a student from Rahway and
a graduate from Rahway High
School. Presently, she is a junior
here at Kean, majoring in Biology-Pre-professional Program.
Teresa is the first Black Captain of the Cheerleading Squad .
When asked how she felt about
being the first Black captain of
the Cheerleaders she replied , " I
am a qualified cheerleader first.
Secondly , being Black makes me
feel twice as proud , since it
opens the door to other
qualified Black cheerleaders
who would desire such a position. "
In the beginning it took a little
getting use to on the part of
some people but during the
course of time, the frictions
among each other was resolved.
Ms. Baskerville believes that this
is the reason that the squad
works together. Although there
are times when there are normal
conflicts amongst the cheerlead_ers, which of course is normal, everyone seems to get along
fai rl y well.
"My message to the student
concerns the support of the
cheerleaders. During this past
season~ felt we should have had
more backing from the fans. A
cheerleader' s job is not an easy
one. Our major aims are to support the basketball players and
spread school and team spirit.
We .need a ' Joining in Effort.' So
for the future let us try to
develop a stronger link between
cheerleaders, fans , and players,"
states Theresa.
Other activities in which
Teresa is involved includes a
membership to the Third World
Movement and Delta Sigma
Theta Sor. Inc., Delta Zeta
Chapter.
Teresa has many hobbies and
talents , some of which , are
ballet, tennis, poetry writing and
painting . She is a Libra, and was
born September 26. She is planning to run for Senior Class
Council member for the 1979-

1980 term. After· graduation in
1980, Teresa plans to further her
education and to pursue a career
as a research chemist .
GOOD LUCK TERESA!
Be sure to watch for our next
Who 's Who article in the next issue of Expressions.

It's time for another semester
of sports at Kean. There will be a
variety of activities like table tennis, badminton , softball, one-on-one basketball, and five-player
basketball. One-on-one basketball was already held and after a
tough battle of four games the
winner was a brother from Elizabeth named Roger Graves .
Five player basketball is about
to start and there seems to be a
big turnout. There are fiv e
women teams and from what I've
seen, the team to beat is Chic.

has experi en ced much enjoyment and success. Practicing
2-3 times a week in their apartments and in the hallways of the
dorms, as of yet these performers are now singing souly for the
money; instead they dutifully
follow the pl easure principle and
enjoy being appreciatedly
listened to .
Devoted to their hobby, practice sessions are no easy tasks, for
at times, in order for a song to be
sung to its peak of perfecti on , it
must be practiced for a maximum of 7-8 hours. Yet the enjoyment of singing the
McDonalds Slogan song in front
of the McDonalds restaur.ant and
receiving free Big Macs in return
just add to the fun of harmonic
entertainment.
Before and while performing,
the audiences expectations of
this singing group causes all the
possible symptoms of nervousness; from butterflies in the
stomach and sweaty palms to
paranoia . Yet once the emotional feeling of becoming a part
of the song being sung is
achieved, and the audience
begins to show signs of mellow-

ness, the nervous syndrome
vanishes like a puff of smoke.
Along with their singi ng
talents, a few of these versatile
vocalists also extend their talents
to playing musical instruments
and composing original songs.
Besides singing, Kelvin Walker
has been playing the piano for
approximately two years; Kinni
Rowe also has experience with
playing the piano. Kelvin, once a
music major now a major in the
field of communications, has
written the lyrics and music for
many of his own musical creations and has high hopes of one
day selling his songs and becoming successful in this field as well.
Musical talent is just one example of the talents present on
Kean College campus ; I'm sure
that many of you out there also
have or know of someone who
expresses their unique talent in
their own special way . Many feel
that when a talent is achieved
and expressed to others that they
will be better understood and
with that more appreciated ; in a
sense this is true, so aren' t we
fortunate that the peak of perfe ction can be achieved!

A New Outlook At Black Organizations
by Angel Owens
and Kim Gayle
This article is about the Black
Social Fellowships, Fraternities,
and Sororities on Kean College
Campus.
We have taken representatives from each organization and
questioned them to know just
what they are about. Beginning
with the Social Fellowships, Swing Phi Swing, Groove Phi
Groove, and Hi Psi Phi. Secondly, the fraternities Omega Psi Phi
and Kappa Alpha Psi. Thirdly, the
Sororities Alpha Kappa Alpha,
and Delta Sigma Theta.
The first Social Fellowship is
Swing Phi Swing Social Fellowship
Incorporated.
Cindy
Johnson was interviewed. Swing
is very new to this camp us, but
many accomplishments have
been made. Swing's interests are
for the campus and for the community. They show their concern
and dedication when they work
with people, their special services to children , book drives,
participation in telethons, give
dances, and also donate garbage
cans to Kean College. Swing Phi
Swing has not forgotten about
the Black race. They stress sisterhood and also display it, in hope
that the black race may see how
important " Unity" is. Hoping
that it will not oniy affect them,
but the Black race as a whole.
Because of certain circumstances, the Groove Phi Groove
Social Fellowship Inc., was
unable to be contacted. We
wou Id Ii ke to acknowledge them
and hope that they still continue
to do good services.
John Pierre was interviewed
for Hi Psi Phi. This organization is
interested in the achievements
made amongst people . There are
only two active members right

Intramural Sports At Kean
by Jeff Mayes

Lead ; Kinrii Rowe, 2nd Te nor
and Baritone ~ead; Barry Wilder,
1st Tenor and 2nd Tenor Lead;
Randy _Byrd, Baritone Lead and
2nd Tenor; and Kevin Reddick,
Octave Baritone to Bass, all
prefer singing slow mellowlike
songs for them , slow songs
enable them to better express
themselves to their audience;
and capturing the eloquence of
the fema le mind with their
united harmonic romance is
their primary purpose .
Anyone who has ever been
fortunate to hear this group perform could not deny that this
group is one of great talent ; it is
because of this, that the group
has high hopes and dreams of
one day becoming professional.
As with any group unit, complications and set backs will and
do occur. With Everyday's
Paradise however, the major
problem is one of frustration and
the question of whether or not
they will be able to pertain a
large amount of musical material
in a short period of time. Yet with
patience,
complete
participation among all members and
above all , unification, the group

The men consist of twenty-one
teams which are divided into two
divisions, .the West and the East.
Last years winners, the Owls,
hope to repeat as champs but
they have much competition
from Cousins in Harmony and
Brick. In the eastern division, the
favorite seems to be in the hands
of the Knights, who in their first
game defeated one of their
toughest competitors, the Third
World Movement. The rest of
the season will be exciting with
the winners going to Trenton for
the
Extramurals
Championships.

now on this campus. They are
still continuing their servi ces for
the campus, and the co mmunity. Their main objective is to
obtain a bilingual counseling
service on campus, and also to
organize a scholarship for E.O.F.
students. They do many community projects. They stress that
the Black race unite and also
become aware of the Kean
College Third World Movement.
Gerald Massenburg was interviewed. The organization is
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc.Rho Zeta Chapter. He's been in
the organization for two years.
The organization has been in existence for approximately 68
years. He states we are a nonprofit community service organization here to serve not only

the Kean College community,
but various surrounding communities. One Key function is
that we stress scholarship. In
remembering this we are here as
a fraternity to offer an outlet
from the everyday task of college
work to those young men who
become interested in us through
our various talents , to not only
better themselves, but also their
vaHous communities and all of
mankind.
Glen Selby was interviewed,
he is a member of Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity - Iota Epsilon
Chapter. He has been in this fraternity since April 27, 1978. The
fraternity was founded in 1911.
There are many things they are
doing for the Black race. One thing which is going on right now is
"The Big Brother Program " in

T.W.M. Adopts Budget

by Betty Dixon
The Third World Movement
submitted their budgets for fiscal
year 1979-1980. Last year T.W.M .
budget totalled $10,090.00, this
year the budget request is
$33,510.00. This increase is dej initely needed because of the
rapid
growth
of
the
organization.
After
last
semester's problems Third
World has been on the uprise.
For the Gospel Choir, $1 ,380.00
was requested. Exodus, which
has a fine reputation across New
Jersey,
needs
the
request
amount for outfits, cleaning and
Director's expenses.
Black Arts, a popular event for
T.W.M ., has a requested amount
of $2300.00, for Theatrical Workshops, (People with Good lntensions), Director and Produc-.
tions expense. Expression ' s and
publications have requested

$6,390.00. Expressions, backed
up by a strong and dedicated
staff, wishes to appear more on
the Co~lege campus. Kwanza
Celebration which consists of
speakers, films and a feast, has
requested $T,300.00. Two new
lineitemsforthisyearareTWM
King & Queen Pageant and
Leadership Training Workshop.
King & Queen pageant requests
$750.00 for flowers, trophies and
crowns. King & Queen duties are
to serve as representatives of
Kean College for potential
college students. The Leadership Training Workshops consist of speakers conducting·Technical Assistance and Leadership
Building Workshops.
Third World 's budget will be
going to council soon, so be sure
to watch for the Council Meeting dates.

Greek Affairs
The sisters of Delta Sigma
Theta Sor. Inc., are sponsoring
their first annual Dating Game,
Friday, March 16 at 7:00 p .m. in
the Little Theater. To be a participant one must get in contact
with either Michelle Weaver or
Robin Evers in Burch Hall, room
504 by tomorrow at 5:00 p.m.
There will be six different games
along with prizes. Following the
games there will be a Disco in the
Grill Room.
The brothers of Omega Psi Phi'
Frat. Inc., are sponsori ng two

Discos this month. One on Saturday, March 17, in the Grill Room
b'eginning at 10:00 p .m. The
other on Monday, March 26 after
the Lonnie Liston Smith and Gil
Scott Heron Show in the Cafeteria.
The ladies of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sor. Inc., will present a
'benefit basketball eame for the
Sickle Cell Anemia Society.
Played by Sandwich Unlimited and the Young Executives on
April 7 at 6:00 p.m. at the Central
Ward Boys Club, 1 Avon Ave. in
Newark. Admission $1.00.

Newark, N.J. It is basically that
each member is appointed to a
juvenile or a child with only one
parent in the household. They
try to accomplish a father-son
relationship . This tries to open
the child 's mind to positive
aspects of life. Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity
stands
for
achievement in every field of human endeavors. We strive for
leadership and understanding
for all mankind.
Gayel
Gators
was
interviewed, she is a member of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Incorporated-Gamm a
Zeta
Chapter. It is the first Greek
letter Sorority which was originated in 1908. They stress
sisterhood and scholarship. They
try to get the black race to realize
the importance of education and
excelling in it. Alpha Kappa
Alpha tries to better the community. They have clothes
drives, food drives, visit senior
citizens, and Veterans hospitals.
Alpha Kappa Alpha is concerned
with the progress of the Black
race will accomplish.
Last but not least is Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority Inc. Cheryl Cannon and Michelle Weaver were
interviewed, Delta was originated in 1913. They stress the
importance of intellectual
achievements and sisterhood.
Delta Sigma Theta is interested in
all mankind, and hoping one day
we will form a cohesive bond
which will lead to equality for all
people. Delta Sigma Theta shows
their desire to work by their
achievements in the public service organization. They have a
Direct Search for Talent building
in East Orange which offers
counseling, and academic advisement. They have food drives,
clothes drives, and book drives.
They feel an achievement for the
Black race would be unification
of -ourselves to the advancement of our people.
We found that by· interviewing these different organizations there are many ideas and
goals which they share. We are
hoping that one day thes~ ideas
and goals will be accomplished.
The first step we must make
regardless of organization or
non-participation in an organization is the unification of all
mankind.
Special
thanks to Cindy
Johnson, John Pierre, Gerald
Massenburg, Glenn Selby, Gayel
Gators, Cheryl Cannon , and Michelle Weaver.

EXPRESSIONS

Afro-American Reappraisal
(Continued from page 1}
ing - something that filled me
with a tamiliar anxiety , if not
rage. I realized that many Whites
did not associate Egypt with the
continent of Africa . In the midst
of the media "type" and faddish
" gold-; ust" that had developed
around "The Treasures of Tutankhamun ," I discovered that
these spectacles of ancient Egypt
so revered by a modern industrialized mentality had been
emotionally alienated from an
even greater African herita~e.
Egypt and her royalty belong
to an Atrican bequest that the
anthropolog ists trace to the
beginning of civiliz ation on the
planet , they belong to a spiritual
legacy that the Black poet
Langston Hughes describes as
being " older than the flow of
human blood in human veins."
The Classical Helen of Troy, or
the Renai ssance Don Carlos of
Spain are intellectually and emotionally involved in the human
resources, or in the Western histori ca I tradition of White
America. It is equally important
that African-Americans see all
things African as a part of our

Anglicanisn1
Editor's Note: This is the second article
in a series of Religious articles . l hey are to
focus on certain beliets that m ino rity
students at Kean practice.

Anglicanism

by Audren Barrett
During the reformation of the
1500's, the church of England
separated from the Roman
Catholic Church and formed the
Anglican Church .
Anglicans believe in the ancient faith of the Christian church, as expressed in the Apostle's
and Nicene creeds. Anglicans
base their religion on scripture,
tradition, and reason. All
Anglicans follow the Book of
Common Prayer, which is the
basis for doctrine and discipline, as well as worship. They
acknowledge
the
right
of
national churches to revise the
book according to their needs.
Anglican churches are governed by bishops, priests, and
deacons. However, layman have
taken an increasingly important
part in church affairs in the
· 1900's.
Anglicans seek unity, because
they believe that most Christians follow the Bible, the Apos-

pre-Western historical tradition
so that we can restore our human
resources, emotionally and intellectually . The estrangemet of
our spirits from an African
grandeur was, and continues to
be an essential for American
racism and African-Americans
must systematically and tirelessly correct, redefine and focus
these disrortions.

New Jersey's Don Miller and Menelek Ill.
tie's and Nicene creeds. They
also believe in following the
sacraments of the Lords Supper,
Baptism, and the historic forms
of ministry.
Under the leadership of such
bishops as Charles Henry Brent,
William Temple, Geoffrey Francis Visher, and A.M. Ramsey, the
Anglicans have become deeply
involved in seeking the unification of Christianity. Each church

of the Communion belongs to
the World Council of Churches,
and - wor~s closely with the
Church of Sweden , Eastern Orthodox Cliurches, and Old
Catholic
Churches.
Talks
between Anglicans and representatives of the Roman Catholic Church began in the 1960' s.
Anglicans often view themselves
as a "bridge church " between
Roman and Cath~licism and Protestantism.

an interesting test for the multi-

tudes who seemed so interested

leadership must never forget

in the life of an adolescent
pharoah dead more than three
thousand years. I sincerely hope
that some of this enthusiasm will
be demonstrated for our African-American reappraisal of
these ancient cultures, but my ·
experience as a Black woman
does not leave me naive or trusting about America ' s reaction to
the issue of race. The determination of Black students and
scholars to reassess and reaffirm .
their right to the splendor of Africa in antiquity may trigger a
complex racist reaction.'

that upward mobility for an African-American is not leading
away from racism but is moving
toward a genuine encounter
with it. In mediocrity we simply
cope with alleviating the
symptoms of racism , but in a pursuit of excellence and success we
approach a therapeutic conquest of the disease. Perhaps our
ritualistic celebration of our Africat:t origins and Ameri ca n
roots, provides a kind of fait h
healing for us as individuals, as a
community, and as a pluralistic
nation .

rik Clarke's lecture will provide

Black History Month

by Yvonne M. Wilson

For those of you who are not aware of the events scheduled for the
month of March, use this article as an informer as well as a reminder.
These events are scheduled for your enjoyment.

March 16th
The above art exhibit will be shown again this day.

·

March 20th

Evelyn Smith Clark Productions put on a play performance involving a seance which attempts to bring back the spirits of Harriet.
Tugman , Martin Luther King and other famous black deceased
leaders.

March 26th
C.C. B. presents a concert featuring jazz musicians Gil Scott Heron
and Lonnie Liston Smith.
All of these events are scheduled in honor of Black History month.
We hope you will attend these events and enjoy them to their utmost!

Visit -r he
"Great Kings Of Africa ,,
The Co-Curricular Program
Board o f Kean College of New
Jersey in Union, New Jersey will
present the exhibition, " Great
Kings Of Africa " eight paintings
created by prominent AfricanAmerican artists . " Great Kings
Of Africa " was commissioned by
Anheuser-Busch , Inc. , the
makers of Budweiser, " The King
of Beers." The " Great Kings Of
Africa " will be exhibited at the
Kean College Gallery in the
Vaughn-Eames
Building
on
Thursday and Friday, March 15
and 16, 1979. The Kean College
Gallery hours are from 12 noon
to 8:00 p.m. on Thursday, March
15, 1979, and from 10 a.m. to 12
noon on Friday, March 16, 1979.
The first four paintings in this
exciting series were unveiled by
Anh euser-Busch, Inc. in February of 1976. Another four
"Great Kings Of Africa " were
unveiled in the fall of 1977, and
yet another four kings in the
series will be unveiled early in
1979. August A. Busch Ill , president and chief executive officer
of Anheuser-Busch, Inc. said that
this splendid community service
was designed " to reflect
Anheuser-Busch's recognition

l he Egyptians continue to be a
spectrum of human colors and
although Cleopatra may have,
indeed, had Greek ancestry , she
well satisfied the American
criteria tor Blackness - she was
not
White, Cleopatra
and
Pharoah Tutankhamun were certainly Black enough to be victimized by modern American
racism , so they are Black enough

lhese intellectual pursuits do
hold the most personal implications tor us all. As I watched
" Roots
The
Next
Generations"
and
contemplated the geographical reassessment of an African nation, I
became able to articulate what I
thought to be the most urgent
and most relevant message that
these historical perspectives of
an African-American experience hold for Black college
students. It is imperative that
hopeful Black college students
understand what a pathological
racism attacks - racism attacks
Black success in the past, in the
present and in the future. Racism
may skillfully focus on , discuss
and
perpetuate
AfricanAmerican failure but our lack of
" melting-pot advances" had little to do with the creation of a
racist social phenomenon ,
rather, our social and economic
frustrations are largely attributable to racist hostil ity, or
rigidity . Racism attacks what it
ignores and denies; racism
directs its incidental and comprehensive
energies
against
Black
accomplishment
and
success . There will always be
American audiences for discussions of Black poverty, or illiteracy, or " illegitimacy " but we
must struggle to disseminate information about the riches,
erudition and the universal
leadership from our African
origins and American past. If we
are to grow beyond the racist
limitations imposed upon us by
the society, we must learn to
remember beyond their creation in our past and to see
beyond their existence in our
future. But we must not become
prematurely
confident
and
secure; Black college students
preparing to pursue roles of personal accomplishment and social

to be an acknowledged part of
our proud African past. Historical facts never speak for
themselves and the powerful of
any epoch redefine the entire
human experience as a series of
preparatory exercises for their
reign . African-Americans must
insist that the American mentality acknowledge our successes,
past and present, as readily as
they do our famous ··social inadequacies."
In pursuit of a great human
resource, I contacted Professor
Clarke who consented to reassess the riches of Egypt from an
Atrican perspective and to redefine this current " AngloScholastic-Elite " fancy from a
Black point of view . As we
finalized plans for Professor
Clarke 's lecture, he made me
aware of the paintings Budweiser had commissioned for the
" Great Kings O f Africa " series.
Professor Clarke was the
research consultant for this
series featuring eight distinguished African leaders as portrayed by seven talented, fluent
and per c eptive AfricanAmerican
artists .
Although
neither the uneventful reign of
'"the boy King," nor the cataclysmic conquests of the legendary African Queen are appropriately found among the " Great
Kings Of _Africa " ; two of the
" Great Kings " do offer an African view of Egypt. The series
features Pharoah Akhenaton,
the brother, or father-in-law, but
royal predecessor of the fashionably famous King Tut. The
Nubian Tarharqa is also featured
in the series and he w~s Egypt's
great Black ruler mentioned in
the Biblical book of Kings II. The
presentation of " Great Kings Of
Africa " and Professor John Hen-

Franklin
Ajaye

of the increasing interest in the
cultural
heri tage
of
our (Continued from page 1}
American Black population and ing him the " W alrus of Love. "
the fact that this heritage has too "'Hello baby ..Where are the kids
often been ignored ."
baby? I love those baby blue
The eight portraits of "G reat panties, uh-aaaaaaa baby? James
Kings Of Africa " to be exhibited Brown and Maeco Parker was
at Kean College March 15 and 16, also in the lineup for Mr. Ajaye 's
hilariously funny antics, his ex1979 will include :
Mansa Kan Kan Mussa, King cogitative style streaked with his
Mali (1312-1337) painted by Ms. ingenious wit. Ajaye quipped
Higgins-Bond.
about James Brown 's style of
Askia Muhammed Toure music and lyrics. " James Brown
King of Songhay (1493-1529) made a fortune with only 16
painted by Leo Dillon.
words ... all he did was rearAffonso I - King of the Kongo range the order." Ajaye contin(1506-1540) - painted by Carl ues " James Brown must love
Owens .
pain. 'Cause in all his records he
Shaka - King of the Zulus goes ... Maeco, I want you to hit
(1818-1828) - painted by Paul me, hit me, hit me, hit me, hit
Collins.
me. Take me to the bridge and
Akhenator (Depicted with his drop me off" Franklin Ajaye 's
wife Nefertiti) Pharoah of ability to capture the audience
Egypt (1375-1358 B.C) painted by and hold their attention surHiggins- Bond .
passes most stand-up comedians
Tarharga King of Nubia that have come to Kean thus far.
(690-664 B.C.) - painted by John Moreover Ajaye' s talent is comBiggers.
parable to many professional
Hannibal Ruler of Car- comedians on the circuit today.
thage (247-183 B.C.) - painted
We, the staff of Expressions
by Charles Lilly.
would like to give our personal
Menelek Ill King of Kings of thanks to all who helped make
Abyssinia (1884-1913) - painted the evening both an enjoyable
and memorable one.
by Don Miller.

New Jersey's Ms. Higgins-Bond and Mansa· Mussa.

